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Faculty dispute
tenure rejections

Spirit to the max

Promotion process suspended as
administrators review grievances
By Mary Payson
For The Maine Campus

CAMPUS PHOTO • ANDREW DAVIS

Gus Burkett sports blue hair and the letter "M" to support the UMaine men's hockey
team at Monday's rally at Memorial Union. See page 20.

Three professors who were
denied tenure last month have
filed grievances with the
University of Maine and the
tenure review process has been
halted.
A resolution passed at a Feb.
25 meeting of the Faculty Senate
recommended that the process
for approving tenure be temporarily suspended until the
administration can demonstrate
that the denials were fair. The
process includes a review, which
must be approved by the
Provost's Office, made by a peer
committee, according to minutes
of the Faculty Senate meeting.
Sue Sullivan, of the food science and human nutrition department, Sue Estler, of the education department, and one other
employee have been denied
tenure for the 2004-05 year
according to minutes of the Feb.
25 meeting.
The resolution states that positive recommendations of the
involved peer committees were
unfairly overturned by the
Provost's Office, and worthy
professors were denied tenure.
"[The Provost's Office's]
unprecedented attempt to control
the tenure and promotion process
and the resulting erosion of
shared governance represent an
overreaching that is not acceptable to University of Maine fac-

ulty," the resolution states,
according to meeting minutes.
However, UMaine President
Peter Hoff said the tenure decisions resulted from a difference
of opinion between the peer
committees and administration,
rather than a breach of the university's contract with the faculty union.
"Many factors may have
entered into
the decision of
whether or not
approve
to
someone for
tenure," Hoff
said in a recent
Hoff
interview.
"Everyone
involved has to make a call using
the best of their ability and judgment, which everyone did. We
just came up with different conclusions in a few cases."
Hoff denied that the administration is purposefully rejecting
tenure candidates to cut down on
the number of professors in some
departments, a concern some
professors expressed at the Feb.
25 Faculty Senate meeting.
"We understand there may
have been a mistaken belief that
we are going to make a department lose a position. In fact, we
have made it clear, that a department cannot lose a position by
turning someone down for
See TENURE on page 4

Journalists at hockey rally Yearbook request for funding denied, senator
encounter parking problem criticizes staff's lack of advertising effort
By Rick Redmond
Assistant News Editor
Three local media vehicles and
two other cars were slapped with
hundred-dollar parking tickets on
Monday for parking in a fire lane
outside Memorial Union. Members
of the media were on campus to
cover a pep rally for the University
of Maine men's hockey team.
Due to a "miscommunication,"
all of the parking tickets were later

revoked by vice president for student affairs Richard Chapman after
a meeting with Joe Cam,director of
public affairs, and Paul Paradis,
director of parking services.
"Essentially what happened is
we had a miscommunication where
we allowed one vehicle to park there
and others came along and conluded
that was the place to park," Can
said.
See REPORTERS on page 5

$35,000 for next year's yearbook
budget. The budget is approximately seven times greater than
The yearbook was denied the budget for this year, which
totals $6,544.26,
funding for the upcoming school currently
Ross Bartlett, vice
to
year on Tuesday night at the according
affairs in
financial
General Student Senate meeting. president of
In the past month, the yearbook, Student Government.
Bartlett and Jen Wendell,
Dirigamus, has asked for an additional $650 to cover this year's director of External Affairs,compared the cost to what Student
budget.
on
spends
At Tuesday's meeting, sena- Government
tors discussed a requested Bumstock every year. Bartlett
By Pattie Barry
Staff Writer

www.mainecamptiL,.com

said it would take a staff of 20
people to produce the publication.
"Student Government does
not have the time, resources,
staffing or expertise to put out a
200-plus color page publiCation
every year," Bartlett said:
"ICS not that we wouldn't
want to fund the best yearbook
possible. Feasibility-wise, it's not
See YEARBOOK on page 7
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Submissions for The
Maine Campus Community
Calendar arefree, and can
be sent on FirstClass to
Rick Redmond, or dropped
off in The Maine Campus
office located in the basement of Memorial Union.
Please include all the
information
important
event.
your
about
Deadlines for submissions
are 9 a.m. Sunday, for
Monday publication and 9
a.m.
Wednesday for
Thursday publication.

Thursday, April 8
'The Department of
host
Philosophy
will
"Classism lot Economics
Social
Class
and
Differences
and
Discrimination" 12:20 1:45 p.m. in the Bangor
Lounge of Memorial Union.
The event is part of the
Socialist and Marxist
Luncheon Series and will
feature speakers Susan
Lauchlan, Larry Dasinger
and others. For informa-

tion, call Brenda Collamore information, call the
at 581-3866.
English Department at 5813822.
• Maine Bound will offer a
$1 climbing night at the
• Kickin' Flicks will show
Maine Bound-UM Outdoor "Mystic River" on a big
Education Center 3 - 10 screen at 7:30 p.m. in the
p.m. Call Paul Stern at 581- Bangor
Lounge
of
1794 for information.
Memorial Union. The event
is free for students and is
• The semi-final game of sponsored by Campus
the NCAA Frozen Four Activities and Events. Call
feauturing UMaine and Carole LeClair at 581-1793
Boston College will be tele- for information.
vised in Memorial Union at
6 p.m. on a big screen TV in
Saturday, April lo
the Bear's Den. The event is
free for students and is
• The UMaine Woodsmen
sponsored by Campus Team will host its first
Activities and Events. Call home competition at 8 a.m.
Carole LeClair at 581-1793 outside of Nutting Hall.
The event is free to the pubfor information.
lic. Call Judy Round at 581Friday, April 9
3229 for information.
•
English
The
Department will host "The
University as Provocation:
Anarchism, Pedagogy and
Multiversity's End" 2:10 -4
p.m. in 227 Neville Hall.
Poet and independent publisher Joel Kuszai will be
the keynote speaker. For

Thursday, April 8, 2004

Carole LeClair at 581-1793.
Monday,April 12
• Lambda Pi Eta, the communications and journalism
honors society, will host a
speech by Professor Shannon
Martin at 3:30 p.m. in the
Bumps Room of Memorial
Union. Martin will be on hand
to discuss her experiences on a
recent trip to Bosnia. For
information, e-mail Angela
Fiandaca on FirstClass.
Ongoing
• Chi Omega Fraternity will
be sponsoring a yard sale on
Maine Day, April 28,from 8
a.m. to 1 p.m. at their house
on 81 College Avenue. The
yard sale is to benefit the
Make-a-Wish foundation.
Donations for the yard sale
will be accepted until April
27. Please drop off all donations at the Chi Omega house.
For information, call Abigail
Hansen at 866-4215.

The
NCAA
•
Championship title game
will be aired on Big Screen
televisions in Memorial
Union. A bonfire and cOokout with music will take place
immediately following the
• April 4-10 is observed as
game in the Lord Hall parking lot. For information, call Pride Week.

Need cash?
The Maine Campus is currently accepting applications for reception staff for
the 2004-05 academic year. Stop by The Maine Campus office in the basement
of Memorial Union today to pick up an application. Please please return the
completed application along with a formal resume by April 23.
010•1111110MY
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Hit and run leads to
arrest, OUI charge
• A local man was arrested
for OUI following a hit and run
incident at about 2 a.m. on
Friday. April 2. At 1:07 a.m.,
Public Safety received a call
Police
Orono
the
from
Department advising them that
a light-colored Ford Explorer
had been involved in a hit and
run incident on Main Street and
was last seen on College
Avenue heading to the university. At 2:04 a.m., an officer
located the vehicle in the
Cutler/Gannett lot with its parking lights on. There was no one
in the car and the engine was
still warm. The vehicle's front
grill had a large hole in it, the
bumper had been pushed in, and
there was glass on the vehicle's
windshield wipers, according to
police logs. Since there was no
one in the car, officers decided
to stake out the vehicle.
While communicating in a
nearby lot, officers soon
,noticed two males leave
Gannett Hall and get into the
Explorer, driving east on
Hilltop Road. An officer quickly pulled the vehicle over and
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POLICEBEAT

WORD
of mouth

By Ernest Scheyder
Staff Writer

identified the driver as Patrick
Nelson, 19, of Orono. The officer could detect a strong odor
of alcohol coming from Nelson.
Nelson told the officer that he
was not from the area, but did
tell the officer that he had been
on Main Street in Orono earlier
that evening. A check of the
vehicle's registration revealed
that Nelson was not the owner
of the vehicle. The owner was
not present.
Nelson was put through a
field sobriety test, which he
failed. He was later given a
breathalyzer test, on which he
scored a 0.15, in violation of
Maine's zero tolerance law.
Nelson was arrested for operating under the influence.
• An officer on patrol in the
Orchard lot noticed a vehicle
driving rapidly in the lot and

then proceed onto Long Road at
3:45 a.m. on April 3. The officer pulled the vehicle over. As
the officer was approaching the
vehicle, he noticed the driver
stuffing a hamburger into his
mouth. When the driver rolled
down the window, the officer
immediately detected the odor
of alcohol in the vehicle and
identified the driver as Evan
Merritt, 21, of Orono.
The officer also noticed that
Merritt's speech was slurred
and that his eyes were extremely glossy. Merritt told the officer he had drank a couple of
beers, but that was all. Merritt
was put through a field sobriety
test, which he failed. Merritt
was given a breathalyzer test on
which he scored a 0.18 — more
than twice the legal limit of
0.08. Merritt was arrested for
operating under the influence.

What's your favorite
'80s band and why?
"Queen, because they're
awesome ... just solid."
Edith Cook
Second-year, biology

"Aerosmith, best resurrectioil
band ever."
Brian Curry
Third-year, forestry ecosystem
science

Alton couple employed by

UMaine loses house to fire
By Mary Payson
For The Maine Campus
the
On
of
evening
Wednesday, March 31, a devastating fire left Pat and Bruce
Garnett, both employees of the
University of Maine, without a
home. An investigation by the
Alton Fire Department concluded that the fire was caused by an
electrical malfunction, according to Cyndi Mayhem, retail
supervisor of the Maine
Marketplace and neighbor of the
Garnetts. The home was apparently destroyed and the Alton
Fire Department is planning a
controlled burn on the remains
of the house later this week.
"At around 8 p.m. we heard
all the fire equipment," Mayhem
said, "Living in the country you
don't usually hear things like
that. It was startling."
The Garnetts were unavailable for comment at press time.
Both Pat, a custodian in the
union, and her husband, who
for
Facilities
works
Management, were working on
campus at the time of the fire.

Correction
In Monday's issue of The
Maine Campus, an article incorrectly stated that state senate
candidate Elizabeth Schneider is

Witnessing the ordeal just a half
a mile away, Mayhem called the
university so the retail supervisor at the time could give them
the bad news,
"Bruce and Pat are feeling very
she
said.
overwhelmed,"
"Everyday is a struggle for them."
The Garnetts hope to renovate an existing building on their
property for a place to live. To
make the building livable they
would need to add a kitchen and
a bathroom. Such projects are
extremely costly, and to add
insult to injury, the Garnetts
unintentionally defaulted on a
homeowner's insurance payment and have lost any coverage
they would have received from
their insurance, Mayhem said.
"It's easy to see how they could
have forgotten," Mayhem said.
"Especially on something you
maybe pay once or twice a year."
Some individuals and businesses have already rallied
behind the Garnetts and donated
supplies to help the couple rennovate their new home.
"We gave them a furnace and
some stuff I was going to give to

Goodwill," Mayhem said.
Representatives of Motel 6 of
Bangor, which is being renovated, have donated an entire bedroom set to the couple. A church
in Alton gave the couple a $40
voucher toward drywall, and
propane has also been donated.
At this point, the items of greatest concern are building materials and funds, she said.
"Hiring a contractor is very
expensive," Mayhem said."[The
Garnetts1 hope to do much of the
renovations themselves."
Mayhem suggested that one
of the best gifts anyone could
give would be gift certificates to
Home Depot.
"Obviously, Pat and her husband know better than anyone
else what they need for building
supplies," she said.
Anyone who wishes to donate
items for the Garnetts may contact Mayhem on FirstClass.
"Even though a fire like this
is never good, the timing is better because we are hoping students who are leaving can
- maybe donate things they don't
want or need," she said.

in a film being producat by the university and is
working on an Orono incubation
project. Schneider was not
directly involved in either activity.

The Maine Campus strives to
have an accurate and inform live paper. If you notice that we
have made an error, please contact the appmpriate selion editor.

"Dexy's Midnight Runner
— because. they bought a
woodmen raffle ticket and
they're coining to the meet
April 10."
Matt Galambos
Fifth-year, forestry

"New Edition, because they
could sing, they could dance
and they were cute!"
Jaye Lance
Fourth-year, broadcast journalism

"Faith No More, once Mike
Patten joined the band."
Sean Walsh
Second-year, history
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University reviews tenure grievances
From TENURE on page 1
tenure," Hoff said.
Hoff said the administration is
somewhat concerned that peer
review committees and others
may have recommended tenure
under the assumption that they
would otherwise lose positions
within their departments.
Each year, professors who
hope to attain tenure are brought
before a peer committee that
reviews the applicants' progress
and decides whether to renew
their annual contract, thus allowing the applicant to continue
their work in hopes of attaining
tenure, according to John
Maddaus, associate professor of
education.
"The un-tenured professors
have to perform well enough to
have their contract renewed each
year," Maddaus said. "It's a hell
of a lot of work."
Once a professor's contract is
renewed five times, he or she
may apply for tenure in the sixth
year, Maddaus said. The professor is then reviewed once again
by a peer committee, which may
make a recommendation for
tenure to the president and
Provost's Office. If approved,the
recommendation is passed on to
the board of trustees, which has
the final say as to whether a professor is awarded tenure.
"When the peer committee,

deans and chairs show support
for three candidates and the
administration votes it down,
there is a strong feeling that an
abuse of authority may have
taken place," said Tony Brinkley,
chair of the English department.
"A university works on trust and
respect and an incident such as
this tears at the credibility of the
institution. That is why the faculty senate chose to pass what fundamentally approaches a vote of
no-confidence."
Professors who are denied
tenure are given a one-year contract during which to find other
employment, Maddaus said.
At the Feb. 25 faculty senate
meeting, Brinkley expressed
concern that faculty members are
meeting departmental tenure criteria over several years and then
being denied at the upper administrative level, according to
meeting minutes.
In the past,some tenure applicants, even after being informed
by peer committees of their inadequate performance, were nevertheless recommended for promotion, Hoff said. But an "overwhelming majority manage to
attain tenure," he said.
Sullivan said administrators
did not follow her department's
criteria, which led to her being
denied tenure, according to the
meeting minutes.
Sullivan said a letter she

ThE

received from the Provost's
Office indicated that she did not
have sufficient peer review publications to meet tenure requirements, but her department's
guidelines did not indicate that
she needed more than one,
according to the meeting minutes.
Sullivan did not return a call
for comment Wednesday.
Estler told the faculty senate
that she believes the proportion
of
female
faculty
awarded
tenure is significantly
lower than
that of male
faculty,
according to
Brinkley
the Feb. 25
meeting minutes.
Estler declined to comment
on the issue until her grievance
has been formally addressed.
Jim McClymer, president of
the Orono campus's Associated
Faculties of the University of
Maine, the faculty union,
declined to reveal the name of
the third grievant, citing confidentiality concerns.
In a recent interview, Hoff
said he recognizes the importance of tenure as a protection for
academic freedom. Hoff's parents, who were not tenured, were
investigated by a district attorney

for disputing prosecutions during
the McCarthy era, he said.
Responding to a comment
Brinkley made in a recent interview that the administration has
become separated from the university community, Hoff said the
opposite is true.
"We are probably more
engaged than administrations in
previous times, and there is
plenty of evidence of that," he
said."We have 600 or more professors at this university, and
each person has a right to their
own opinion. I think, however,
that we can be proud of the
amount of cooperation between
faculty, students and the administration."
The university administration
sets its own broad guidelines for
receiving tenure, which are broken down into three categories:
teaching, scholarship and service, Maddaus said. Each academic department also adds more
specialized requirements within
those categories.
Outlining the various ways in
which "research, scholarship and
creative activity" could be interpreted, Hoff said one candidate
who recently received tenure,
Philip Silver of the music department, was approved because he
had proven himself to be a talented pianist, among other qualifications.
Filed within the last two

weeks, the grievances will be
reviewed by the highest administrator who made a negative
recommendation
regarding
each employee's tenure application, said McClymer, also a
UMaine physics professor.
Such reviews are typically performed by the Provost's Office,
and involve a meeting with an
administrator, the grievant and
an
AFUM
representative,
McClymer said.
"Things are going about as
well as can be expected," he said.
If a grievance is ultimately
denied by the administration, the
grievant can negotiate through an
arbitrator with the Chancellor's
Office, McClymer said. Legal
options include pursuing alleged
equal opportunity or discrimination violations, he said.
The Provost's Office has 21
days to respond to a grievance,
but an extension is allowed if
agreed upon by both the administration and the faculty union,
McClymer said.
Although the issue has yet to
be resolved, Hoff said he is relying on open lines of communication.
"[I am] very encouraged by
the level of communication that
is happening. People are obviously very interested in improving the tenure process," he said.
110.

News editor Jackie Farwell

contributed to this article.

Maine Steiner's
IN CONCERT
TO BENEFIT
MAU (A). ISH.
with special guests:
KeytAratvideee
ot isst4401101660

Friday, April 9th 7:30PM
Maine Center for the Arts
$5 General Admission
wwvv.umainc.edu/steiners
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Conference to focus on business
Senators approve of Dept. of Homeland Security

budget for '04-'05
By Nathan Schlingmann
For The Maine Campus
The General Student Senate
unanimously approved its budget
for the 2004-05 academic year on
Tuesday — with a final figure of
$419,545.99.
The amount of revenue the senate receives is based on the number
of students attending the university.
The senate plans on the same number of students attending this year to
attend the university next fall.
"The projected revenue is exactly the same as it was last year," said
Sen. Ross Bartlett, vice president of
financial affairs. "The university
always estimates too high.As part of
the financial policies,we require that
Student Govenunent estimate far
lower than the university in the
amount of students that will attend."
A long debate ensued regarding
$5,000 set aside for members of the
GSS to attend a student government
conference in Texas. President
Conlynn Hepler said he would like
to see more money set aside for the
conference so more members of
Student Government would be able
to attend.
"If we were able to send more
delegates,there could be so much to
take advantage of, being able to
share ideas, there are continual presentations," Hepler said."Although
$5,000 seems like a lot of money,

many organizations are funded to go
to conferences."
"All students pay this fee to fund
our budget; I dont think the student
body wants us to spend this money
on sending so few people to this
conference," said Sen. Elizabeth
Anderson."Sending four people to a
conference is not going to benefit
the student body as a whole. I don't
see this as a good use of the students' money."
dissagreed
with
Hepler
Anderson, saying students would
want to see their money spent on
sending student leaders to informative conferences.
`We have spent thousands ofdollars on sending organizations other
than ourselves to other conferences,"
Hepler said."I think it's very modest
that you're able to say that it's OK to
send other organizations but not
invest in yourselfand other senators.
This organization is the umbrella for
all student organizations here.
Without a student government, the
organizations aren't there."
The amendment to allocate the
funds back to the unallocated budget was passed with a 9-6-2 vote.
Also at the meeting, the student
yearbook was denied funds from
student government for the upcoming school year.
"We gave them $5,000 last year
and their request to us this year was
for $35,000," said Sen. Jesse Davis.

HONG KONG BUFFET'

$ U off lunch buffet per person
$3 off dinner buffet for 2

people

Open daily from 11 am to 9 pin
Old Town Plaza. 492 A Stillwater Ave.
(Next to Hannaford Supermarket) 207-827-4758
Lfffer good with coupon, dine-in only, expires April 15, 2004j

Maine businesses willjoin local,
state and federal officials in a conference at the University of Maine
on May 14 to discuss programs and
business practices in the homeland
security market. Maine Gov. John
E. Baldacci and U.S. Sen. Susan
Collins will co-chair the event that
will feature keynote speaker Asa
Hutchinson,undersecretary for border security and transportation in
the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security.
The purpose of the conference is
to provide Maine businesses,
researchers and local officials with
information about federal procurement policies and grant opportunities.
"Too often, small businesses
find it difficult to navigate the federal contracting process. This conference will help them to understand where to turn first for the
information they need," said
Collins, who chairs the Senate
Governmental Affairs Committee
that oversees the Department of

Homeland Security.
Gov. Baldacci said the conference will provide small businesses
and first responders throughout
Maine with direct access to key
personnel from the Department of
Homeland Security and various
state resources. Seminars will focus
on federal and state procurement
policies,supply chain management,
emergency response and research
and development.
Conference sessions will be
held in the Donald P. Corbett
Business Building, the Wells
Conference Center, Jermess Hall
and Neville Hall.In addition,federal and state programs and Maine
businesses will set up exhibits to
demonstrate products and share
information.
Pre-conference activities get
underway in the Alfond Arena the
afternoon of May 13 with homeland security product demonstrations, laboratory tours and remarks
by Jack Cashinan,commissioner of
the Maine Department of

Community
Economic
and
Development in the Alfond Arena.
At the conference opening on
May 14,Gov. Baldacci will deliver
the welcoming address followed by
a keynote address by Maj. Gen.
John "Bill" Libby, Maine's adjutant
general and commissioner of the
Department of Defense, Veterans
and Emergency Management.
Subsequent breakout sessions will
address specific topics for participants.
Remarks by Collins and
Hutchinson are scheduled during
the luncheon in Wells Commons.
The conference will conclude at 5
p.m.
Producing the conference are
UMaine and the Maine Small
Business Development Centers in
association with the Maine
Emergency Management Agency,
Manufacturing
the
Maine
Extension Partnership, the Maine
Market Development Center and
the UMaine Office of the Vice
President for Research.

Journalists ticketed at hockey rally
From REPORTERS on page 1
Reporters from WL,BZ 2, the
NBC affiliate in Bangor,were given
permission to park on the cirlcle outside the union because they were
doing a live broadcast and an engineer was in the van in case it needed
to be moved for an emergency,
according to Paradis.
"Whenever we see vehicles
parked in a fire lane they're cited,"
Paradis said."We're consistent. The
media would be no different."
The tickets were later waived
after Carr cited a miscommunica-

tion among the media representatives, but Carr said he reminded
media members of the parking rules
on campus and that tickets would
probably not be waived in the
future.
Dan Cashman, program director
of Z 107.3 in Bangor, said he was
surprised but not upset about finding
a ticket on his vehicle. He said that
because of the hectic schedule at the
station that day and time constraints,
he parked as close to the union as
possible.
"At an event like this where we
had to get in there and get out we

couldn't very well park in the Steam
Plant lot and get all our equipment
up to the union," Cashman said."It
was 'hurry up,get to campus, park
where you can and get out," he
said.
Cashman admitted he was wrong
for parking in the fire lane and said
he would have paid the ticket had it
not been resolved by the university.
"The university's always done
what they can to accommodate us,"
he said."Whoever it was who took
care of [the ticket] made sure we
have a better understanding now [of
the parking regulations]."

‘teet The Latest School •
erNews Without Getting Ink
14- All Over Your Hands..,.
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GRADUATING?
How WOULD YOU LIKE $4,725
TO PAY OFF YOUR LOANS!

l1 UM a .1 rp;.-. • 4.7 Cent7.?r on Aging to an:ly
AMICCORPS. 6,0 'BAC' FOR A

SiRVE 'fen COMMUN,71*. CRAW. 1OU1 LIFE,

*Still searching for that meaningful job?
**How does making life better for low-income elders within
your community sound?
***At the same time expand your educational experience
increase your job skills and networking-contadtg:BENEFITS: *Monthly stipend!

Hurry & Apply TODAY,
Contact the UMaine Center on Aging,

*$4,725 educational award!!

3rd Floor, D.P. Corbett Bus. Bldg.

*Student loan forbearance!

OR Andrew Matlins on FirstClass

*Full health coverage!

OR call 581-3444
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Yearbook denied $35,000 budget for 2004-05
and Jon [White' is competent in
his work. I think in the past there
have been a few miscommunicapossible to do it," Wendell said.
A major part of producing a tions and such, but overall it is
quality yearbook is selling adver- going well," Wendell said.
Jonathan White, editor in
tising, Bartlett said. At this time,
no advertising space has been chief of Dirigamus,said the yearsold in the yearbook, Wendell book is on time and on budget.
Currently, the staff is in the
said.
process of writing,
gathering materials, photographing
events and producing the yearbook,
he said.
Included in the
yearbook are sections on student
organizations,
Greek life, sports,
MAINE HELLO ',•••=••••=•.,,,,..,,,,
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The yearbook
COURTESY IMAGE • JON WHITE
staff has sold nearly
A page of the yearbook, Dirigamus.
500 copies, White
said. The publish"[White] has not been doing ing company projected between
the advertising," Bartlett said. 500 and 1,500 yearbooks would
"Student Government and the be sold, White said.
undergraduates are taking a loss
"It's difficult to gauge a conon this yearbook. They are being sumer base when you haven't
asked to pay for it twice by pay- had a book for seven years,"
ing for the yearbook and by their White said.
student activity fees, which I
The book is set to be mailed
out to graduating seniors
have a problem with."
The yearbook is currently a between mid-September and
Student October. Undergraduates can
of
subsidiary
the pick up their yearbooks in the
semester,
Government. Last
mainly
bookstore at that time, White
yearbook was managed
by former student body president said. While the distribution date
Matt Rodrigue. This semester, falls several months after comhowever, Wendell's position of mencement, the timeline was
director of external affairs was intentional, White said.
"We wanted to include the
created to manage all outgoing
printings and publications, seniors and commencement in
the book, as well as the sports
including the yearbook.
that
that don't wrap up until late, like
thought
"Overall, I
well
running
the Frozen Four," White said.
[Dirigamus] was
From YEARBOOK on page 1
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While you're
watching the game
in the Union on
Thursday, April
8th, stop by the Bookstore

between 6 and 8pm for FREE
POPCORN arid 20% off
all hockey clothing
,•*
merchandise!
•

boast**
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DECISIONS, DECISIONS — Yearbook editors Jon White and James Hills review yearbook
options Wednesday afternoon in their cubicle located in the Wade Center for Student
Leadership. The yearbook, titled Dirigamus, will be available to students by September
or October, White said. The 200-page color publication costs $75.

UMaine Summer
2004
... by word of mouse...
http://c111.umaine.eduisummer
The University of Maine's 2004
Summer Session offers more
than 600 courses designed to
meet the diverse needs of
lifelong learners including
those offered on-campus
and at selected off-campus
sites, including
The University of Maine's
Hutchinson Center. Over 100
courses are offered online
worldwide and through
interactive televised
technologies.

For More information:
Visit our website http://d11.umaine.edu/summet
or (all the Summer Si:ssion Office at 207.581 3143
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No ads
no money?
If a television pilot show fails to
generate advertising dollars and
attract an audience, it's canned after
the first few shows. It's simple market strategy: If it doesn't fly with
your target audience, get rid of it.
Maybe that's what Student
Government was thinking when it
zero-funded the University of
Maine's yearbook.
The idea behind Student
Government bringing the yearbook
back and ftinding the project was for
them to give the yearbook some
capital and then let it fly on its own.
The yearbook staff would then
secure their own funding through
selling advertising in the book.
According to Ross Bartlett, vice
president for financial affairs, the
yearbook staff has failed to deposit
any money whatsoever into their
account.
We feel the yearbook's request
for $35,000 for next year's budget is
excessive and irresponsible considering they have done nothing to
secure funding on their own.Get out
and sell your own ads,kids.

Enough is
enough
What prompted Evan Merritt
(Police Beat, pg. 3) to allegedly
drive drunk last weekend?
Apparently, the same thing that
prompts handfuls of UM students
to get behind the wheel after drinking — a severe lack ofjudgement.
In all the years since The
Maine Campus has run our
Police Beat column, there has
never — in memory — been a
year so chock-full of OUls as this
one. The drastic increase can
surely be attributed to Director of
Public Safety Noel March's laudable step-up of late-night campus
traffic stops — thus increasing,
accordingly, the number of
arrests — but the blame surely
must also rest on the student
body. UM is a campus,like most
college campuses, where drinking is a staple of social existence.
But it's possible to do it responsibly. Although this plea might
fall on deaf ears, we ask our
readers to smarten up — once
and for all
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Safe hockey celebrations
Words of advice from the guys upstairs
To members ofthe University of
Maine community:
It is an exciting time to be
associated with the University
of Maine, as the Black Bear
hockey team heads to the
Frozen Four and a chance to
play for UMaine's third national
championship. This represents
an opportunity for all of us to
take pride in the accomplishments of a team that represents
us so well.
We are planning a number
of activities that will allow us
to celebrate and enjoy the
excitement together as the
Black Bears compete in
Boston. We encourage everybody to join us at these
planned community activities.

ROBERT
DANA

Q

k.,ORTLYNN

HEPLER
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
There is no better way to enjoy
an event like this than surrounded by other enthusiastic
Black Bear fans.
In 2002,the most recent time
that the Black Bears advanced
this far in the NCAA tournament, events such as these were
a great success. The tone was
positive, and all involved had a
memorable time. The UMaine
celebration of that year has, in
fact, been noted as a model for
other universities to follow.

•Anal Fixation
I want to respond to all the
negativity surrounding the article written by Nathanael
Saintcyr. Everyone seems to be
fixed on how degrading his article was about a subject he
talked about as taboo. Why is
this form of sex a taboo subject?
Nobody else seemed to mind
cartoons placed in Tire Maine
Campus that are overtly erotic. I

CAMPUS
Editor in Chief Man Shaer • 581.1271
elcMnainecampus.cont

Mgr. Aaron Smith

business@ntaineciunpus.com

581.1272

Adrerdsing Mgr. Katie Malcolm • 581 127(3
itilsOrmainecampus.com

5748 Memorial Union

opinion@rnaineeainpus.com

See HOCKEY page 9

feel people are just upset by
anal sex as a result of internalized homophobia. It's clearly
not just the subject of anal sex,
but much more. The article
describes a form of sex that was
popularized as "gay sex." In
past articles about ex, all the
information that was given out
was heterocentric, leaving out a
part of the campus population.
Saintcyr wrote this article in a

way that anybody, gay or not,
can learn from it. This fear of
anal sex may not be a fear of
homosexual sex but a fear of sex
overall.
Society views sex as a taboo
part of human nature. This is
held so strictly that people have
come to fear sex. Recently sexuality has become much more
accepted. But because of the
See LETTERS page 9
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or email:

It is also important to
remember 1999, when a small
number of people on campus
destroyed property and took
some very serious risks as part
of their celebration. Those
involved were apprehended and
prosecuted. UMaine police
will be working hard through
the rest of this week to ensure
the safety of those who are with
us for these events. They will
act quickly and decisively if
celebratory activities turn in a
negative direction.
This year's Black Bear
hockey team has conducted
itself in an exemplary way
throughout this season. They
have been a source of pride
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FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
Supreme Court Justice Anthony
Kennedy: "The First Amendment is
often inconvenient. But that is
beside the point. Inconvenience
does not absolve the government of
its obligation to tolerate speech."
Afew weeks ago I had the pleasure ofreading, a letter to the editor in
The Maine Campus written by a
Yale University student who had
visited Orono last month. The student, Lauren Manning, addressed
her concerns with an "anti-choice".
demonstrator that she happened
across while heading to Memorial
Union one day.Though unnamed in
her letter, the description she presented matched that of UMaine
geology professor and pro-life
advocate Dr.Terence Hughes.
Manning, apparently unfamiliar
with Hughes' periodic silent
demonstrations, described a man
"stoic behind his poster," and in her
best estimation outlined the poster's
image: a second or third trimester
aborted fetus juxtaposed with the
word 'choice.'
To Manning, a self-described
"born and raised Universalist
Unitarian," who was raised to
"respect the inherent dignity and
worth of every individual," the
poster was too much to take.
Hughes's stoic and silent assertion
of his First Amendment rights must
have
really
gotten
under
Manning's skin, as is apparent in
her letter: "...the man's mere presence sufficed to inspire me to
rage."
Indeed, Manning found herself
so upset that she described the event
as part of a national conspiracy to
limit women's reproductive rights
and unfairly pressure women faced
with the already difficult choice to
abort a human fetus. An effort that
she feels, incidentally, must be
countered and summarily driven
from college campuses.
See SPEECH page 9
Editorials are the opinions of and written by the editorial board, whose members are Matt Shaer, Tracy Collins,
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Email: infoaPrnaine,campuscotn. All
content herein 02003 The Maine
Campus, unless otherwise noted. All
rights reserved.
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from page 8

for all of us, and the most
exciting part may still be
ahead. Let's join together to
celebrate their successes in a
way that reflects positively on
them and on the University of
Maine.
Here's what we have got
planned:
On Thursday, the Black
Bears will play Boston College
beginning at 6 p.m. We will
show the television broadcast of
the game on large screen televisions around the Marketplace in
Memorial Union. Special food
bargains will be available, and
the bookstore will stay open
until 8 p.m. After the game,the
popular band Quarter Crisis
will perform in the Union's
North Pod.

Speech

Letters

The winner of Thursday's
game
will
face
the
Denver/Minnesota-Duluth winner
on Saturday night, beginning at 7
p.m. Once again, live television
broadcasts will be shown on large
screens, and the Marketplace will
be open with special offerings.
The bookstore will be open from 6
to 10 p.m. Following the game,
win or lose, we will host a bonfire
and cookout in the parking lot
between Lord Hall and Alumni
Hall with music provided by a
disc jockey.
These activities promise to
be both memorable and fun.
We hope you will join us.
Dean of Students Robert Dana
and President of Student
Government Cortlynn Hepler wrote
and contributed to this article.

from page 8

But somewhere in the middle
of Manning's tirade about freedom and choice she took a wrong
turn, and revealed an epidemic
much more damaging to the fabric of American society than the
abortion debate. Namely, the
assertion that freedom of speech
should be limited to the speech
that Manning and those like her
agree with.
While I consider myself a fence
sitter in terms of the abortion debate,
I am a fan of Dr. Hughes because of
his courage to exhibit our most fundamental Constitutional right — the
right to protest and publicly disagree
with our government. I especially
admire the fortitude it takes to stand
among the academic left at this university and tout such a conservative
belief. Hughes should be applauded
for his guts,not chided.
Yet Manning's letter stated:
"UMaine is a public institution,
and though the demonstrator has
a Constitutional right to express
his beliefs, we all have a right to
education, and that includes the
freedom to go about our daily
lives on campuses without being
subjected to unnecessarily gruesome and disturbing anti-choice
propaganda."
So, according to Manning then,
freedom of speech only protects the
speech that she doesn't find offensive or disturbing? That's an interesting statement from someone
raised to respect the inherent worth
of every individual and attending as
vaunted an academic institution as
Yale University. Of course,
Manning's assertion is dead wrong.
Massachusetts
Celebrated
Institute of Technology professor
Noam Chomsky once expressed
the true nature of freedom of
speech when he wrote: "If we
110,1

recent outcries of the "evil butt
sex," the acceptance has
declined. Another point I want to
make is that the article was not
pornographic, but just graphic.
When you are baking a cake,you
are given detailed instructions so
there is little room for error. The
same is said for giving sex tips.

9
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don't believe in freedom of
expression for people we despise,
we don't believe in it at all."
Believe it or not, Manning,
Chomsky hits the nail on the head.
Freedom of speech is designed to
protect not only the speech that
you agree with,but also the speech
that you abhor.Freedom is delicate
in that sense because it must be
applied universally,not selectively,
or it ceases to be freedom.
Instead ofcoming off as a poetic and indignant defense of
women's rights, Manning's letter
succeeds only in adding to an
increasingly disturbing trend
among the academic left,in which
conservative viewpoints are publicly chastised as wrong or evil —
and hence, unworthy of being
expressed.
Somehow
the
hypocrisy of this belief in selective freedom goes unnoticed as
Manning and her ilk shout from
the rooftops about reproductive
rights, the war in Iraq, the environment,et cetera.
Thankfully, our founding
fathers envisioned a country where
all viewpoints share equal value
and worth,not one where the ideologues we deem unpleasant are
prohibited and outlawed. I for one
am thankful every day to wake up
in a country that grants me the
freedom to speak my mind without
fear of persecution. A country that
not only protects and encourages
my viewpoints but protects and
encourages yours as well, Ms.
Manning. Surely you must realize
that to seek limitations on that
speech with which you disagree
will only serve to stifle your own
voice as well.
Kris Healey is a graduate student in the historical archaeology
program.
itro

from page 8
You don't want somebody to hurt
himself or somebody else, so
you have to give as much detail
as possible. Finally,if you have a
problem or with people writing
about sex, don't read the articles
about sex.
David Kujawa
Freshman art history major

Springtime boozin'
My checklist for drunken fun at UMaine
Despite Monday morning's
unexpected and unwelcome dumping of snow, it's officially springtime here at the University of
Maine.I'll steer clear of all the usual
spring drivel, such as mud season
and the perennial return of
America's pastime — the Red Sox.
Instead, I'd like to use spring as
benchmark
that signifies just over
a
a month of schOol left. For all you
seniors,it's four,five — most likely
six — years worth of work culminating in one glorious event. And
for the rest of us, it's another year
under the belt: older, wiser and
drunker than ever. I'll spare you the
nostalgia and reminiscing springtime brings, and instead offer you a
sure-fire spring drunk fun checklist.
This list allows anyone to capture
the true UMaine drinking experience in just four weeks,consequently the time we have left in the
semester. Listen up.
Just Get Hammered — Time,
place,and manner are no object here
at UMaine. I would give you the
disclaimer that only people over 21
should do this, but not being mentally challenged,I realize that many
times the life of the party is the
underage kid who has consumed 14
shots of Jack Daniels and is chasing
it with Natty Light for good measure.I have been that kid,as I'm sum
many of you have.
For those over 21,hit up the few
local bars we have. Bear Brew is
always a money call, although
Thursday nights there are becoming

MIKE
MELOCHICK

FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
cliché. Margarita's is a cool place to
hit up on Full Moon Madness, or
more importantly, Cinco de Mayo,
when they offer killer drink specials.
Staar Club, Ushuaia, Number Ten
and the Riverfmnt are local places
to get your drink on as well.
Watch Rugby — There are few
things that can top watching a dude
or a chick get laid out cold,all in the
name of insanity. Don't avoid rugby
games because you don't understand the rules. I bet half the people
on the pitch don't have a full grasp
of the intricacies ofthis barbaric ballet. It's a club sport at UMaine for
both men and women, so there's
none of the usual athletic banter.
Instead,it's just a good reason to get
housed and watch people beat the
piss out of each other. As an added
bonus, you can drink with the team
afterwards. I hear they like beer.
Maine Day — This free day in
the beginning of May is usually
reserved for hardcore booze hounds.
What better way is there to spend a
day originally reserved for hippies
to clean the campus than getting
ripped out of your skull and tossing
your empties on a freshly cleaned
campus? Catch the oozeball tourney
and watch chicks flop in the mud.If

you get drunk enough you can
ignore the homoerotic dudes
wrestling in the mud.
Bumstock — The granddaddy
of all campus drinking affairs has
been shortened to a one-day affair
this year. Writers note: Complete
and utter bullshit. I think you should
try to continue to make it a two-day
affair. It's not like anyone went to
the field on one night,let alone both.
I recommend huge parties both on
and off-campus. Dorm security is
heightened by hiring student volunteers, so freshmen, take note that
your clinging backpack might not
go unnoticed this weekend.If any of
these sober people give you any lip,
simply tell them you are studying a
dying art around here — the art of
raging.
Commencement — Again,This
event is not reserved for those
among us crossing that threshold
into the real world. Cap and gown,
aside, the point of graduation is to
celebrate. Be it a catered high-class
event or a rager at a crack house on
a side street in Orono,find a party
and get rocked. Seniors,this is your
time to shine,so set a good example
for the youngins by getting completely annihilated. Your real lives
will start soon enough,so get drunk
like you did freshman year and
reflect back on four or more years of
a drunken haze. I know that's what
I'll be doing this time next year.
Mike Melochick is a juniorjournalism major who enjoys the occasional beer. Or twelve.

Rewiring your head
Drugs or television: Pick the lesser of two evils
Can TV really "rewire" your
brain? Maybe when Double Dare
goes into syndication.
A study was performed inquiring
if children's brains are affected by
television.The findings were reported in this month's issue of
Pediatrics. The study claims to have
found that television can shorten the
attention spans of children. The
study says that very young children
who watch television face an
increased risk of attention deficit
problems by school age,suggesting
that television might over stimulate
and permanently "rewire" the
child's developing brain.
Now I understand if these children were watching "Nightmare on
Elm Street" or "Baywatch," but
"Sesame Street" and "Bob the
Builder" are not going to "rewire"
America's children. It should be the
parent's responsibility to make sure
they are watching appropriate television.
I understand that for the television should not be confused as a
babysitter. But parents should not let
their children in front of the boobtube for 10 hours and tell little
Johnny to sit and watch the TV.
Kids lose interest in things very
quickly and breaking up their activities will give them the opportunity
to have fun.I remember as a kid,in
the summer, good luck to anyone

KRISTIN
SAUNDERS
111
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
who tried to get me in front of the
TV. I was outside, riding bikes or
being a little hooligan in the neighborhood,not watching eight straight
hours of TV. My parents did allow
me to watch television, and my
wiring isn't messed up.
There are TV programs that children should be allowed to watch
and help them in the learning
process. Assistant director for
research at Sesame Workshop,
Jennifer Kolter, questioned the
results of the study.
"There's a lot of research ... that
supports the positive benefits of
educational prograinming," Kolter
said.
Parents would be crazy if they
didn't allow there children to watch
minimal amounts of television like
"Sesame Street," because it teaches
them a variety oftopics like sharing,
tolerance, counting and even foreign languages.
The study has a loop hole. Lead
author Dr. Dimitri Christakis said
the researchers lacked the data to
determine whether or not the

youngsters were diagnosed with
attention deficit disorders. The
researchers used the parents' rating
of the children for attention problems. It is quite possible the parents
were just telling the researchers
what they thought the researchers
wanted to hear. Kids are hyper
active'and have low attention spans
to begin with, that's what makes
them kids,not little people with bad
wiring.
Apparently the researchers did
consider factors other than television that might have attributed to the
children's attention problems,
including their home environments
and mothers mental states. It is
probably safe to assume if your
mother is crazy, you're going to
have problems.
The American population has
found the easy way out of over
medicating and searcping for a
diagnosis for everything. I am
skeptical that America's children
are actually being corrupted by television or that there are parents
who don't bother to do activities
with their children and are searching for pills like Ritalin, Concerti
and Adderall to cure the problem.
Incorrect perceptions of narcotics
will do more long-term damage
than TV ever could.
Kristin Saunders is a senior
journalism major.
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Fuel powers UMaine's engines
Student band Now Transmission opens for big-name band
By Ernest Scheyder
Staff Writer
Multi-platinum selling artist
Fuel came to the Maine Center
for the Arts Monday to a nearly
sold-out crowd of approximately
1600. Sponsored by Student
Student
and
Government
Entertainment, the much-anticipated concert started with a performance by UMaine's Now
Transmission.

CAMPUS PHOTO • MATEJ KRAJCOVIC

BAD DAY — Brett Scallions, lead singer for Fuel, and bassist Jeff Abercrombie perform
one of their hit songs at the Maine Center for the Arts Monday night. The show was
opened by UMaine campus band Now Transmission. Due to a few issues involving the
transportation of the band's equipment, the show was delayed 1 1/2 hours.
the band's years, singer Frye's
vocals didn't seem to jive with
Now Transmission's overall
stage presence. Sheer joy in the
performance emanated from
Labbe's and drummer Andrew
Desmarais' solid and perfect performances. Desmarais' drumming was perhaps the highlight
of the set, bringing all the instruments together and proving that
Now Transmission is quite possibly the next big thing.
The group continued with
and
"Behind," "Nothing"
"Summer Birds." For the last
song, Labbe pointed out that it
was exactly 10 years before that
singer Kurt Cobain had passed
away. In Cobain's memory, Now

Transmission ended with a performance of "Come As You
Are."
After a lengthy production
break, Fuel took the stage to
extreme pandemonium and
screams from the crowd. Lead
singer Brett Scallions immediately commandeered the MCA
by ordering the crowd to its feet.
Though eccentric, Scallions' performance and voice combined
with his interaction with the
crowd provided an awesome
experience for concert-goers.
Scallions' personality played
well with the other band members, specifically drummer
Kevin Miller, whose large drum
set featured two bass drums and

a myriad of cymbals and other
percussion instruments. The
group performed a number of
songs, including its current single, "Falls on Me," and upcoming single,"Million Miles."
Scallions' interaction with the
crowd grew intense, when at one
point he yelled at a fan in the
third row for sitting down.
"No! No! F*cking no,"
Scallions said. "There's nothing
more rude than someone who sits
the f*ck down the whole time."
The fan promptly stood up.
Overall,Fuel gave a solid performance marked by incredible
vocals and instrumentals. Basist
See FUEL on page 11

4-Fold takes top honors at final Project
Portland band gets studio time; soloist Rob Roy comes in second
By Matt Kearney
Staff Writer

41

After two months of shows,
Java Jive's The Project concluded Tuesday night, with five
acts vying for the coveted firstplace spot. the Portland-based
band 4-Fold took home the
night's top honors with soloist
Rob Roy coming in a close second. The acts played for a combined total of two hours in front
of more than 150 people in
Memorial Union — by far The

The
name of
the game
By Rebecca
Bode with
Ernest
Scheyder
Staff Writers

Review
"It was kind of shocking at
first because of the amount of
people," Now Transmission guitarist Ray Labbe said of the concert, which was the largest Now
Transmission has played to date.
Although the concert was
originally scheduled to start at 7
p.m., curtain was pushed to 8:30
p.m. due to unanticipated problems. The truck carrying the production materials was caught in
traffic on Interstate 80 in New
York state and was rear-ended by
a car at a toll booth in
Massachusetts. Concert-goers
weren't even allowed into
Hutchins Concert Hall until 8
p.m., although the doors of the
MCA opened at 7:15 p.m.
"There was no damage done
to anything in the truck," Kelly
Donnelly, assistant vice president of student entertainment and
chief organizer of the event,said.
Now Transmission took the
stage with an enthusiastic
response from the crowd. Lead
singer Eric Frye grabbed the
microphone and immediately
energized the crowd. The band
sang several of its more familiar
songs that evening, starting with
"It's over." While the instruments seemed to be constantly in
synch, displaying talent beyond

SEX WITH JERSEY

Project's most successful night
in terms of attendance.
4-Fold was the last band to
perform and rocked the crowd,
playing three original songs
• and a cover of Fuel's
"Shimmer," reminding the
crowd of the 'multi-platinum
band's MCA show Monday
Aight.
"We had no idea [Fuel] were
up here last night, that was a
total surprise," lead singer Sean
Snow told the crowd.
The band finished the set

with its single, played on radio Dan Cashman, daytime disc
stations TOS and WCYY, 'jockey for local radio station
"Expectation," which got the 4- Z107.3, who was judging
Fold fans in the crowd pumped crowd interaction.
The'band members said they
up.
were surprised to win,especialAfter a short deliberation
among the judges, Sean Walsh, ly after some technical difficul-.
Java Jive chairman and host of •ties early in their 20-minute set.
"I was 'shocked to win.
The Project, announced 4-Fold
,Oraham
[Norton], our bass
as the event's winner. •
his string on the
broke
The bands were given scores player,
out of 10 for music, vocals, fiirst song and that's the most
crowd interaction and style by a important string he uses,"
panel of four judges. Tuesday
See PROJECT on page 13
night's judging panel included

My best friend from home
once gave me advice that I will
never forget. There I was — all
upset over a guy who didn't
know what he wanted — and
she turned to me and said,
"Rebecca, the way I look at it is
that it's all in the name of the
game, so play it or be played."
From then on, I tried my best
not to get hung up over anyone
and to focus on myself. I know
that many of us, men and
women, have trouble when it
comes to the realm of dating
and relationships. So here it is,
the 411, so to speak, on how to
keep yourself and everyone
around you happy.
It's spring again, baseball
season, and the birds and the
bees are out. Everyone wants to
try new things, or at least find a
new partner as far as relationships go. While it might seem
awesome to just start something
up with the random guy or gal
you meet at Starbucks, let's
examine some key points that
you should keep in the back of
your mind when considering a
mate.
First, ask yourself, why are
you attracted to this person? Is
it primarily sexual? Or maybe
you just like hanging out with
this person. If you answered yes
to these points, chances are any
relationship you may start will
end up falling apart before the
surf is up. You want to look for
a person who shares things in
common with you, someone
who has a drive and purpose
that you can identify with and
enjoy. Not everyone . with a
good body has a good heart.
Second, what do you like to
do for fun with this person?
Movies,concerts and pirties are
usually good places to try to get
to know someone that much
more. Even if you don't know .
the person that well, or you're
on a "starter-date," as I like to
call them, spending some quality time together is. the perfect
recipe for a relationship that
will blossom. Finding that one
See GAME on page 12
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SHIMMERING — The members of Spectacle pose for a picture. The band from Madawaska will be performing at 2 p.m. Saturday, April 24, as part of
this year's Bumstock.

Madawaska band plan to be Bumstock spectacle
By Aerin Raymond
Staff Writer
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Among the six campus bands
slotted for this year's Bumstock,
one band Spectacle comes as a
fresh face to the University of
Maine music scene. The band
comes from northern Maine and
only has one true connection to
UMaine,but it still promises to be a
spectacle.
"One day we all showed up to
practice with our glasses on. Jason
was talking about how our stage
show needed to be a big spectacle,"
said Carl Hansen,a third-year business major and lead guitarist for
Spectacle.

Spectacle will be filling the 2
p.m. time slot at this year's
Bumstock music festival.
Spectacle is made up of Luc
Roy,lead vocalist and rhythm guitarist, Carl Hansen, lead guitar and
back up vocalist, Jason Dionne,
drums and back-up vocalist, and
Andrew Chamberland, bassist and
back-up vocalist.
Hansen is the only current
UMaine student in the band, while
Chamberland and Dionne are
University of Maine at Fort Kent
alumni,and Roy is currently a junior at St. Anselm College in New
Hampshire.
"Our sound is a mix between
blues,rock and pop. This is created

from a variety of different influences," Hansen said.
Influences of the band include
The Beatles, Steve Miller Band,
Stevie Ray Vaughan, the Allman
Brothers, Led Zeppelin and the
Dave Matthews Band.
Spectacle got together last summer when Roy and Hansen decided
they really wanted to play music.
Though they started off playing
acoustic gigs in their hometown of
Madawaska,eventually they met up
with Dionne and Chamberland and
formed Spectacle in July 2003.
The band members haven't
played anywhere locally,so this will
be the first time people on campus
can see them perform,but they think

UMaine will really enjoy what they
have to share.
"The music we play is catchy,
upbeat and it rocks," Hansen said.
Spectacle is very excited to be
playing at Bumstock. Playing at
Bumstock has been one of Hansen's
goals since he attended his first
Bumstock three years ago.
Spectacle appreciates Bumstock
because it helps get the Maine
music scene on the rise.
"Bumstock is pretty much
advertised statewide, so it draws
many different people and allows
bands to expose their music,"
Hansen said.
Spectacle has not recorded any
albums yet, but Hansen said that

Fuel, Now Transmission please MCA crowd
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From FUEL on page 10
Jeff Abercrombie provided a
solid and clear foundation
upon which such songs as,
"Won't Back Down" and
"Running Away" were based.
Abercrombie got an unusual
introduction to the crowd,
when Scallions was referring.
to band members during the
show.
."He's circumcised ladies,"
about
said
Scallions
Abercrombie. Guitarist Carl
Bell's amazing performance
was another prime example of
why Fuel is such a fan favorite..
At. midpoint •through the
.
show, The band started in on
to
"Stairway
Led Zeppelin's
Heave" possibly garnering
the loudest applause from the
crowd. Although they didn't
finish the song, it certainly got
fans that much more into the
event.

While Fuel seems to be trying to go more into a heavy
metal/ grunge direction, the
crowd .and record sales indicate that fans prefer such alternative pop/rock songs from
Fuel as "Falls on Me" and
"Bad Day," the latter of which
the band did not perform at.the
MCA. After 'announcing that
they would end with `Million
Miles," the band members left
the stage, only to return shortly for an encore performance
of "Bittersweet" and "Most of
All."
Fan reaction to the band was
intense. Many were screaming
tvith hands in thp air the entire
concert, and rightfully so.
"I thought it was a really
food show," junior Janice Duy
said. "I don't have a voice left
because I was screaming so
much."
Fuel's performance at the
MCA Monday, although ii-

that is because when the band got
together, the members wanted to
perform right away. They began to
learn cover songs that the audience
in Madawaska wanted to hear. Most
popular were covers of Lynrd
Skynyrd, Bad Company, ZZ Top
and other classic rock tunes. They
have a few originals to throw into
the mix, but not enough for an
album,Hansen said.
As far as the future of Spectacle
goes,the band sees the Maine music
scene rising in southern Maine, so
they plan to relocate to Portland this
summer to start working on their
own music. They hope to get some
steady shows in the area and take it
from there.

The L°M
THEATER
"I Love You,You're
Perfect, Now Change"
Hauck Auditorium
Thursday-Saturday
@ 7:30 p.m.
PV-Scene
Actor's Studio in 1944 Hall
.Friday @ 9 p.m.

ROCK/POP
Maine Steiners
Maine Center for the Arts
Friday.@ 7:30 p.m.

CLASSICAL. •
umaine Orchestra
CAMPUS PHOTO • MATEJ KRAJCOVIC

BANG IT — Drummer Kevin Miller performs during
Moniay's Fuel conceNt in the MCA.

Minsky Recital Hall ..
Saturday @ 7:30 pill.

DRAG SHOWS
tially overshadowed by the
passionate welcome, soon captivated the audience and drew

them into the act. Fuel lived up
to its reputation and gave one
hell of a show.

Drag Show & Dance
Wells Commons
Saturday @ 7p.m.
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Playing the
dating game
From GAME on page 10
thing that you and your significant other enjoy in common is
key to a long-lasting relationship. Take my friend Bonnie.
She and her boyfriend love
doing paper mache together and
they're still going strong, even
after three years (God bless
'em). I guess it's finding that
certain flair that is the key to
any relationship, even if it is
paper mache.
Last, but not least, don't let
yourself get hurt. Relationships
are meant to be fun, not confusing or ambiguous. If you want
to be with someone, tell him. If
you're being a flirt or just leading someone on, don't be naive
or selfish — have the guts to let
them know you don't have feelings for them. If you're dating
someone and you've come to
the realization that it's going

nowhere, you've got to have the
guts to tell him. Avoidance is
not the best way to deal with
things. The person will respect
you a lot more if you are honest.
Relationships are all about
understanding what the other
person's needs and wants are
and about your own feelings,
too. Remember, it's a two-way
street.
Here's a quote that I think
says it all: "Life's too short to
be anything but happy, so love
deeply, forgive quickly, take
chances, give everything and
leave with no regrets. Forget the
past with the exception of what
you have learned from it."
Above all, just remember to
have fun. Get out there, be
aware and meet some people.
However, don't forget that summer is just weeks away and
being single just might be the
better option for you.

SIGN UP
TODAY FOR
RELAY FOR LIFE.
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N.E.R.D,
VON BONDIES
DEERI100F
VINES
6. DANGER .1‘10-11SE
7. SNOW PATROL
S. TV ON THE RADIO

Franz Feidinand
Fly or Die
Pawn Shoppe heart
,
Milkman
Winning .Days
Grey Album
Final Straw
Desperate 'Youths,
Bloodthirsty Babes
9. MADVILLAIN
Madvillainy
10. RASPI!TINA
Frustration Plantation
Almost Killed Me
)L1) STEADY
Absolution
AYTALS True Love
14,"I
Liberation
15. BAD
Give
16. ELEGIRELANE
The Power Out.
17. ZERO 7
When It Falls
18. BEN KWELLER
On My Way
19. VISIONARIES
Pangaea
0 DESCENDENTS
Cool To Be You
ON! AIR! LIBRARY!
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UNNER AND THE
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DYNAMICS
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5

Land
mptor
e Should Have Written
Up
ig Come Up
Ito the World
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14300-ACS-2345 www.cancer.org

Depression
is an illness-not a weakness.
Away gaffs Rt0EMPlION
Write
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I've found that having the trident to succeed often times isn't
enough. You also need plenty of support and o greot
workplace too. TImt's why I'm so glad I chose Enterprise.
Here, it. all about growing a business, advancing my career
arid having a lot of fun doing it.
Al EnNerprii:1K4IMMVINititrogrenAIRPOIKsopfly that
guides everything we do. This means that I get tn appremch
this business like it's my Own and get to ih(lf.'irs the profits I
help coyote. Aired, whcat's more, my hard work arid ability
tir, unnoticed here. Just OWE opposite -- they Imid to clinic,
pronvistions, mere atoorkeriy, and bigger rewords. I calsa lik•
thot an industry leader backs inc every step of the WO>'. By
puking customers and employee. first. Enterprise hos crocked
a unique business and work environment that's perfect for me

CENTER

for
Style.

Store: Mon-Thu: 9:00am-11:00pm Sun: 9:00-5:00
Redemption: Mon-Sat: 8:30-5:30

Global Self-Storage

E-mail
Kyle.

enterpris•-comicorsers
For more informetion a, te ripply online, visit our
websin at etterpriescom/soristes
exanik.t.
Eon Sylvoster, Recruiting Manager
160A lorralmo Rd.. St.. 2, Virosibimaii, ME 04092
phone. (207) 954-2513 MK: 1207) 1154-056.6
tein.l.sylviotrarearac,osei
ECiE/A4F0V

827-1976

DISCOUN
TED
BEE
OPEN 'TIL MIDNIGHT FRI & SAT
IGS BELOW RETAIL

R•ecogrii

Acccwriplishrnersts. 4
1-ro
Achiekv

705 Stillwater Av Old Tow!

Serving Old Town,Orono, IThlaine
and Surrounding Areas
A. 176 Units
0. Clean and Dry
A,Safe/Secure
Ab• Security Cameras
F. Commercial or Residential • Many Sizes from
5x5 to 10x30
wo Keypunch Entry &
• Gated Facility
p• Limited Number of Climate
gontrolled Units Available
F, •
At,
8274'1001

c52 I Stillwater Ave., Old Town
(Next to Dairy Queen)
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WINNING BAND — The Project winners 4-Fold perform on Tuesday night in the union This was the final round of the competition that began in
January. 4-Fold is based out of Portland.

4-Fold wins at close of The Project
From PROJECT on page 10
Snow said. "So the first two
songs were a little shaky, but
the last two songs we really
pulled off."
As winners of the contest,4Fold is given a day in a recording studio, 100 CDs made for
free and 10 hours of consulting
from the Auburn Moon Agency.

As second-place finisher. Roy
receives a $200 gift certificate
to Mark's Music in Brewer.
While 4-Fold already has a
demo CD out, the band said the
recording studio time will be
beneficial.
"We're trying to work on a
full-length CD, so this is only
going to help," Snow said.
Stoplight Rehearsal opened

up the night with the most
upbeat set, including a cover of
Saves The Day's "Holly Hox,
Forget Me Nots." Stoplight
Rehearsal was followed by Rob
Roy who played three original
songs,
including
"The
Vineyard," and a cover of Neil
Young's "Rockin' in the Free
World."
The other two acts of the

night were Alex Rosenblatt and
best to date. "The Project drew
Colin Graebert, both of Bangor, life back into this Java Jive prowho were probably the most gram, which has definitely
distinctive-sounding act of the been diminishing," Walsh said.
night, incorporating a keyboard "It gaye it a kick in the ass."
in their music, and Calvin
Walsh hopes to see another
Goodale, who arguably had the • Project in the not-too-distant
best voice of the night.
future. "We're not going to do
Walsh said that The Project it every semester," Walsh said.
was a great success overall and "But I think I would like to do
Tuesday night's show was the it every spring semester."

The cBear Brew Tub.1{as 4ornsAvairabfe For Tour graduation 'Functions
We offer a waitress serviced poorroom as well-as a deck:withfurlbar and bartender.
For More Information Call Matt or Brie at(207)866-BREW (2739)
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CAPTAIN RIBMAN n Brave & the Bold

by Sprengelmeyer & Davis

THEY
SURE
ARE
BRAVE!

OUR SOLDI\
SURE FACE A LOT
OF DANGER TO
PROTECT US!

ANVONE
PERFORMS IN
FRONT OF SIMON
ON "AMERICAN IDOL."
..BRAVE, BRAVE
SOULS.

DITHERED TW I TS
FROM

A4A Y
BE RIGHT"?!!
NAME ME ONE
PERSON WHO'S
BRAVER THAN
OUR SOLDIERS?

CAPTAIN RIBINIAN nA-Low-"Ha

by Sprengelmeyer & Davis
BUT, -NS

HAWAII
IS PART OF
THE UNITED
STATES!

THE'Y'RE
ANTIAMERICAN.

SILLY!
HOW CAN IT
BE PART OF THE
'VATTED STATES IF
IT IS AN ISLAND?!?
DUN.

MR. GNU by Travis Dandro

by Stan Walin8

WE JORTh AMER
' 14440 RECOR'DG 404OR
U R child HOOKED
Look for these wa

UM 04

.)

A 9.17TU PSNTREIT
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",,ofTiC 0,43006911L4AliVICRO
SLOW MOM 00440.0AO
SEOREnY EERY TO TIE'W OF MOINE 1301AL &WOOL AZ,
"ROGOW WAG MAYO PIS
Tlf AOirn4 MAY*ALMA
Har1'SiEtio5ita409,COot.
PROM TO CAIJSE SEVERE
Itilkat AWE TO The
410LIX MTrigi
!MOWED EYE
WIN i4S VUTER,flSll14Aii9ST
45
2;;'
rai,,Fog
'
our AT DE At/Sid STORE
'RASES ,kE
EASILY
"LAINAISit6OSTEr.110AVOI
AOORAYATEO wiet Oda
PROWS;VOPYROIT
0310ECTION Os leiTiRRUPreJ
MOBS/.WI01
SY IICOMIS MSROA
IMW THE X-FILES.rmear
RaAnKs NV CREPT ORO
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RATERS,;TOPERS,%SC
RAY ISTS-INIY
TIE NS WISER WU OFTEN
GU CO NAUSS
Wei MOM OILY TIE
AT MST,MITT TM?
LAST FEW MAWSOF
EAdItlE IS OISCERISE.
4424o$1

43113

Remember, parents...N.A.R.C. is here to help you!
We're more than merely concerned.

c
IT'S A GOOD
LuCk TP.Olt.

PAUL
YOU SHOULDN'T CARE THA T ru
A6AIN. AREN'T YOU IN TO
UM T 101111.1 611n. AN4WAY'?

vouotomis?
HE'S
ADORABLE!

GoNNA tAAIE
AS SOON
ps
pi 14A1R
Gaows SAO(

SoimE MO? E

BY BILLY O'KEEFE

WWW.MR8ILLY.00111

SINCE WT/EN DOES TN4T STOP VOUV AND WAIT,
SKI'S UNATTAINAALI AUT I 1014L4.4 41014

"I feel a lot more relaxed lately, Stu.
since I started wearing the Carefree Panty Liners."
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POOR RIX'S ADVICE COLUMN

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Savory jelly
6 Turner and
Williams
10 Hankering
14 Infamous
hotelier
Helmsley
15 Potpourri
16 Bangkok guy
17 Calm
18 Half a dash?
20 Golfer Ernie
Wednesday
22
23 Carmine or
crimson
24 Up to dale
30 Wet soil
31 Evans and
Earnhardt
32 Legumes with
oily seeds
35 Stat for Randy
Johnson
36 Elm or oak
37 Foul odor
38 Upper limb
39 Fell
40 Mama !
41 Pierre's here
•
42 Plant again
the line
44
(obeyed)
45 Church sister
46 Show surprise
47 Letter-lady White
48 Half a fly
49 Brunch favorites
52 Blackjack
54 And also not
55 Eurasian viper
56 Grind to dust
60 Qom resident
64 Territory
65 Snow ride
66 Raring to go
67 Ship's pole
68 Checks out
69 Slumgullion and
goulash
DOWN
1 Sharpton and
Gore
2 Matched outfit
3 Food from taro
4 Mooring basin
5 Exercised
authority

3
1
4
1/

4

5

7

6

UUUU

8

9

10

15

11

12

13

16

18
1

2(1
24

25

21

22
,

2(

30

31

35
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Help, Poor Rix! My cat just ate my
bird. Is that bad? — Animal Lover .
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SM31S
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890V9
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VNNVA
18V1S
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038
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1111S
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5031
0
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011
47 In truth
50 Scandinavian
51 Jack of the
nursery rhyme
52 PC junk mail
53 Charismatic
glow

57 Brewer's tub
58 26th letter
59 Ames and
Asner
61 I.D. info
62 Just out
63 Tax agcy.

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Dirt
6 Eye part
10 Bite and bite
14 Wall recess
15 Observe with
care
16 Rake
17 Brains
19 Seaweed or
pond scum
20 Word after going
or flat
21 Confused states
23 Adversary
27 Karl or Moses
28 African nation
29 AMA members
31 Handrail post
32 Worn away
35 Desert stopover
37 Court divider
38 Political exile
40 Baseball stat
43 Wealthy one
44 "Java" trumpeter
46 Goes it alone
49 Sandwich letters
51 Fuel cartel letters
52 Brand new
54 Some canines
57 Moreover
59 Hunk of dirt
60 Parasitic arachnid
61 Luxurious
condition
66 Caesar's
unlucky day
67 Vegas rival
68 Goodman'S
musical style
69 Tangy
70 Islands off
Galway
71 Beginning
DOWN
1 H.S. subj.
2 Broadcast
3 Media bus. grp.
4 Gland in front of
the trachea
5 Virile guy
6 Have in mind
7 Decompose
8 Agenda topic
9 Blood part
10 Supports
protectively

3
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6
19
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(52004 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

11 Like a
meaningless
victory
12 Oregon city
13 Sneaky type
18 Had dinner
22 Webster or
Boone
23 Prophetic sign
24 Peel
25 Storyline
26 Source of
difficulty
30 Droop
33 Rubbed out
34 53D casually
36 Caspian or
Adriatic
39 Watch pocket
40 Mature
41 Author Harte
42 Restless
desire
43 Queen of the
busybodies
45 Square dance
46 Yield to the will
of another

you left them someplace else.
So, where did you leave them? And
what was your question again?

Sadly, your birdie and kitty are part of
a huge "food chain." That means stronger
My nose hair grows really fast,and I
animals often devour weaker ones, and can't control it. Any suggestions? —
explains why a well-financed politician Nostrildamus
can usually defeat one with a smaller wallet.
Don't do what my friend did! She had
But regarding your situation, eating a the nasal hair surgically replanted on her
bird likely won't hurt the cat. For the bird, brows. But the problem is, when she
however, it's probably fatal.
sneezes, she covers her eyes.

04/12/04

2004 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

6 Male turkey
7 Samuel's mentor
8 Manoti and
Shore
9 Drunkard
10 Lesley Gore
song,"
My
Party"
11 Malachi's ordinal
rank
12 Pet canary's digs
13 Posterior
19 Large white
flowers
21 Flew high
24 Vilifies
25 Gunner's
enclosure
26 Male features
27 Jetted
28 Driving spot
29 Caviar
33 Place blame
34 Polishes
37 Brown pigment
40" _ Lisa"
43 Drop the ball
44 Bit

Ingestion of bird by
cat'probably fatal'

71

04/13/04
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47 New York city
48 Sheen
50 Business
magnate
53 Winger of the
movies
55 Hobbit ally

56 Body's trunk
58 Crystal gazer
62 O.J. trial
letters
63 Bros sibling
64 Wind dir.
65 Cpl.'s superior

Hey, Poor Rix. I want to send my
Hey, Poor Rix: Please settle these
son some fresh meat. Unfortunately, he ongoing arguments we have at work. Is
is stationed on a very remote island, popcorn really corn? Is the tomato a
and it takes two weeks or more for fruit or vegetable? How about an eggdelivery to reach him.I've heard about plant? — Office Manager
smoking or pickling meat to make it
Popcorn is actually corn. A unicorn is
last longer. Old-timers used to kill animals in the fall and eat them through- not.
Some people think tomatoes are fruit,
out the summer — and they didn't have
freezers. How can you preserve meat? and others think they are vegetables. My
— Mike, Ohio
Uncle Hickory claims tomatoes are a
grain, but he's always been kind of a nut.
Food preservation's aim is to slow
As for eggplant,I'm clueless. Poor Rix
down bacterial growth, or to destroy it. once tried to plant an egg, but it never
The easiest method is sterilization. (No, grew a chicken.
Poor Rix is not bacteria, and strenuously
avoids sterilization.)
At night, I get frequent calls from
Let's look at some more preservation salespeople. Does this happen to you?
methods. Freezing slows bacterial — Larry
growth, and makes sense if you've got a
portable refrigerator. In canning, food is
Yes. Last night I got a call from a guy
boiled to kill bacteria. It is then sealed in who offered ventriloquism lessons."How
a can or jar.
do I know they work?" i asked.,
Dehydration preserves food by remov"Because," he said, "right now my
ing its water. Examples: dried meat, fruit, dummy's talking to you,and I'm drinking
and Poor Rix when he accidentally falls water."
asleep face down on his pillow.
Our forefathers — and foremothers
Poor Rix: Have you heard that some
too — preserved meat by salting it to animals sleep with one eye open? —
draw out moisture. Ancient sailors also Curious
used this method, which may account for
their salty language.
Yes, but I'm not sure about people,
Today we also use chemical preserva- because either Poor Rix sleeps with both eyes
tives like benzoates, nitrites, sulphites closed ... or it gets very, very dark at night.
and sorbic acid. Poor Rix has no clue
I have heard that dolphins, if they
what these words mean.
wish, can access only half their brains. I
Mike, if you actually want the proper don't know any other group who can use
advice on this, talk to a food expert. Poor half their intelligence, except for a handRix, who is ignorant about the subject and ful of politicians.
approaching middle age, must spend more
time worrying about self-preservation.
Dear Poor Rix: Who are the fastest
animals? — Track Man
What's the difference between a
recession and a depression? — Student
Golden eagles and duck hawks can
soar up to 170 mph in a dive. Personally,
Remember when you were in school? Poor Rix rarely frequents dives, unless I
You'd go out to "recess," and when you am in a party mood.
came back to the classroom you'd be
In land races, jungle cats nearly
"depressed" because recess was over.
always take first place and runner-up.
So ... a recession is when things look This infuriates the other animals.
bad,but you're too busy playing to worry.
Perhaps that's why the winner's called
A depression is when a recession looks a "cheetah."
good.
Poor Rix: I've decided to let my
My husband left me to marry my beard grow out, which makes me wonder: Who tvgnI,L1 razors? — Hirsute
sister. What should I do? —
No need to send a gift. You've already
supplied Sis "something borrowed."
I sometimes forget where I put my
car keys. How can I improve my memory? — Concerned
First, put your keys in the same place
every time. Then,say to yourself,"Self,I
left my keys on the desk." That is, unless

Letting your beard grow, huh? Brave
woman!
But seriously, archaeologists tell us
that folks were shaving 20,000 years ago.
In those times, they scraped hair off with
shells and flints.
One day while searching for a sharp
shell, a prehistoric male found one with
an eel wrapped around it. This became
the first "electric razor."
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Cheerleader

BRUINS CORNER
By Eric Gullickson
For The Maine Campus

Bruins face Canadiens
in best-of-seven series
CAMPUS PHOTO • ANDREW DAVIS

President Hoff offers his support to the hockey team Monday as they gear up to
play Boston College in the first round of the Frozen Four at the FleetCenter. The
teams will face off Thursday at 6 p.m.

Baseball earns split at Central Connecticut
From BASEBALL on page 20
teams would again trade leads in the
bottom of the fourth inning when the
Blue Devils took a 5-4 advantage,
only to see it evaporate when the
Black Bears exploded for four runs
in the fifth inning, taking an 8-5
lead.
In the bottom of the sixth CCSU
took the lead for good and never
looked back. The Blue Devils were
able to put four runs on the board,
thanks largely to a three-ruff homer
by outfielder Tom Pezzello, and his
first of the season. The Pezzello
smash had given the Blues Devils 98. The slim one-point advantage
would be all CCSU needed, as
freshman pitcher Mark Peterson
went on to pick up his third win of
the year pitching three innings of

relief and surrendering only four
hits. Peterson finished with threeearned runs and stroke four Black
Bears. On the offensive side, senior
Keith Stegbauer highlighted for the
Blue Devils going 3 for 4,including
a home run, three runs scored and
RBI on the afternoon. The outing
had extended Stegbauer's hitting
streak to 23,before he would go hitless in the second game of the double header. Also shining for the Blue
Devils were John Blaze and Phil
Rothkugel, who both went 3 for 4
and finished with two RBIs. Maine
would head to the clubhouse after
the first game,with Simon Williams
and Joel Barrett each recording a
pair of RBIs in the loss.
The second match of the day
allowed the Black Bears the
revenge they so wanted earlier. In

game two,Maine pitchers would do
a number on the Blue Devils'
offense holding CCSU to just five
hits and snapping the impressive
hitting streak of Stegbauer. Three
Black Bears pitchers would split
the time at the mound, lead by
starter Scott Robinson, who tallied
his third win of the season by striking out three batters and allowing
just three runs.
Maine was able to snatch the win
after tallying three runs in the first,
two in the third and three in the
fourth. Greg Creek led the way with
a massive solo home run and a pair
of hits, while Joe earned two hits and
two RBIs on the afternoon.
With the Spilt in New Britain,
Conn.,the Black Bears improved to
13-12, while Central Connecticut
fell to 15-8-1 on the year.

ivainecampusC1assineds
FOR RENT
6BR house large living
rm kitchen screen
porch parking $1800 inc
utilities 469-7839
3,4,5 bedroom apartments includes parking
& utilities. Approx.
$3(X)pp. 469-7839
2 Bdrm Apts Heat and
hotwater included. No
pets. Old Town from 590
a mo. Call for appointment. 827-7231

5BR House
Heat+Hotwater Incl. 1
mi. to campus. 2 Bath
washer dryer hook up
$1600. Call Bob 827-4561
2 and 3 bedroom apts,
new, utilities included,
on-site laundry, $800 to
$12(X), located in Orono.
1 EFF-1-2-3&4 BR
Apts avail. Sept '04 thru
Aug 25 '05, Call Lou at
866-44.87.
DELP WANTED

THE BEST summer job in
the COUNTRY is working
Country-Living
Townhouse Apts.-mww°01.064--- on the BRACH with
2BR; 1.5 baths, livingrrn, Telescope
Pictures/Beachtown
kitchen-dining
Studio in Ocean City, MD
private entrance; Quirt.
or Wildwood, NJ. Earn up
9 mi. from campus.
to $10,000.00 for the seaHeat/HW incl. $755/mo.
son! Yes-Housing Is
1 yr lease & security
Available. No experience
dep. Call 866-7798
necessary!!! Can even be

used as an internship!
(Sounds too good to be
true-find out for yourself) For moer information visit our website and
APPLY ONLINE
WWW.THESIIMMERjOB.COM
or call 1.800.652.8501.
E.O.E.
TOP BOYS SPORTS CAMP
IN MAINE! PLAY &
COACH SPORTS
*HAVE FUN* MAKE $$$
Positions available:
Baseball, Basketball,
Soccer, LAX, Waterskiing, swim, -WS1,
Sailing, Camping, Rock
climbing, Woodworking,
animal care. TOP
SALARIES, FREE
Rm/Bd/Lndry, Try!
Allow. Apply online
ASAP:
www.campcobbossee.com
or call (800)-473-6104

The Boston Bruins are the
official No.2 seed in the eastern conference playoffs.
The B's are set for a bestof-seven series with their sevthe
rivals
seeded
enth
Montreal Canadiens in the first
round of the Stanley Cup
Playoffs. Many Bruins fans
clearly remember two years
ago when the Bruins went into
the playoffs as the No. 1 seed
and were upended by the
eighth-seeded Habs and stellar
net-minder Jose Theodore.
However, this season's team
has a much different look to
them than past years.
The big difference that separates this year's team from
past playoff teams is the
goalie, or more fittingly,
goalies. In past playoff runs, if
one keeper went cold it was all
she wrote for the Bruins.
Goalies like Andy Moog and
Byron Dafoe carried the team
through the regular season, but
once playoff time hit they
seemed to hit a wall and with
them went the B's. This year
the Bruins have two of the
league's top goalies. Veteran
Felix Potvin has played a fair
share of games, but the Bruins
playoff run rests heavily on the
shoulders of Andrew Raycroft.
Raycroft is in the running for
the Vezina trophy, which is

awarded to the NHL's top goaltender. He finished the regular
season with a 29-18-9 record, a
2.05 goals against average and
a .926 save percentage.
In front of Raycroft, the
defense will need tp remain
stonewall if the Bruins wish to
keep Raycroft's stamina up for
the duration of the playoffs.
Nick Boynton, Sergi Gonchar
and Jeri Slegr are major role
players for the team this year
and could score goals to help
them advance, especially on
the power play.
The other key to the Bruins'
success this year is scoring. In
years past it has been difficult
for the B's to finish under
pressure but with 30 overtime
games and many game winning goals coming in the last
10 minutes of games, the
Bruins have shown that they
can score when it counts. The
Bruins will look to their top
scorer Joey Thornton to set up
chances and provide early
offense. The captain had 23
goals and 50 assists for 73
points on the year. Most of
those assists were passes to
linemate Glen Murray, who
led the team with 32 goals.
The B's will look to key off
their big win over the Devils
in the season finale heading
into the playoff stretch.

UM students get their
tickets for Frozen Four
From TICKETS on page 17
traveling to watch Maine hockey.
"I saw them in five other
venues this year not including
Alfond," Fitzherbert said. "I
mean, there have been Friday
mornings where me and my
friends load up the car and say,
let's go to Walter Brown
tonight, and we did."
Squires is content that only
75 tickets were made available
to the entire student population
at UMaine.
"Well, I suppose they did it
as fairly as they could," Squires
said. "I think we are lucky to
have any at all. They didn't
have to offer us any, but they
did, and I am fine with that."
The thee-game price of
$141 did not deter Squire. She
believes because she has
received free tickets to all the
hockey games at the Alfond

Arena over the season that the
$141 was not unreasonable.
She noted that other schools
charge minimal ticket fees of
approximately $5 for athletic
events. She noted that BC students pay all year to watch
hockey, regular season as well
as the Frozen Four.
"I attended probably 17
games at the Alfond all for
free, so this $141, is just my
paying for the whole season in
one lump sum," Squire said.
"So we are actually getting a
pretty good deal,
Squires does not have any
expectations for the Frozen
Four, and declines to make any
predictions.
"I am going to see some
really good hockey, if we win,
we win, if we lose, there is
always next year," Squires
said. "I am not going to predict
either way, but I am looking
forward to Thursdays game."
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Doubleheader to open
UMaine's home season

UM students camp out for
coveted Frozen Four tickets
By Kristin Saunders
Sports Editor
University of Maine hockey
faithfuls camped out on
Wednesday for their chance at
one of the 75 student tickets to
see UMaine compete at the
Frozen Four.
Waiting in line for more
than 10 hours was first-year
Squires.
Monica
student
Squires, like many fans,
toughed out the cold weather
for her chance at Frozen Four
hockey tickets,
"Truth be told, I would
rather not have slept outside
the Alfond," Squires said.
"[But] it will be worth it, and
the most devoted [fans] got
tickets."
UMaine will play Boston
College Thursday night at 6
p.m. in the semi -final round of
the NCAA tournament. The
winner of the game will face
the
winner
of
the
Denver/Minnesota-Duluth
National
the
at
game
Championship on Saturday at 7
p.m.
UMaine was allotted limited
tickets for the event. Tickets
were reserved for the team
members and their families,
contributors of more than
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$10,000 annually to the athletic program, then the coveted
75 students. Other tickets were
available, not allotted to the
distributed
were
schools
through a lottery process.
Squires didn't just zip up
her sleeping bag and call it
good. She was with a group of
about 20 other students who
brought futons and televisions
to the line. She said she
enjoyed the lap of luxury of the
line when the group watched a
recap of UMaine's famed 1993
season when they went 42-1-2
for the program's first National
Championship.
"Well, when the tent went
up, it was kind of silly, just
realizing what sort of absurdity
we were going through to get
tickets," Squires said.
Squires said the unpleasant
part of the camp-out was when
a group of figure skaters
walked straight through the
line at 5 a.m. She said the
skaters walked directly into the
Alfond Arena.
"The arena had been open
all night, and we had been out
in the cold," Squires said. "It
was funny in a morbid sort of
way."
Squires said that despite it
all, the tickets are worth the

By Riley Donovan
Staff Writer

trouble.
"I love hockey and I want to
be there when the Black Bears
go all the way," Squires said.
"I just love the team and the
game."
Student and fan Andrew
Fitzherbert only waited 6 1/2
hours in line and didn't mind
the price of $141 because he
will see three great hockey
games.
"I'm really happy I get the
chance to see Maine play once
more this year," Fitzherbert
said.
Squires said she has not
missed a home UMaine hockey
game at the Alfond Arena all
season. Like many of her fellow Maine-iacs she has traveled with the team. This March
she traveled to the FleetCenter
to see the Black Bears win the
Hockey East Championship.
Squires is looking forward to
her trip with a group of friends
back to Boston to watch
UMaine play hockey once
again.
"I am really looking forward
to being back in the Fleet
showing off Maine's colors,"
Squires said.
Fitzherbert is no stranger to

The University of Maine softball team opens its home season
Friday with a doubleheader against
conference foe Binghamton beginning at 2 p.m.

Softball
Maine will play Binghamton
also on Saturday at noon. Maine is
in for a battle against a Binghamton
team that is coming off a two-game
sweep of Hartford last weekend.
"They've got one of the better

UM V. BINGHAMTON
FRIDAY, APRIL 9
2 P.M.
SATURDAY, APRIL 10
. 12 P.M.
pitchers in the conference in
Michelle Weeks," said head;coach
Deb Smith."The big thing is going
to be getting her out of her game
plan."
Maine lost two out of three this
past weekend at Stony Brook. It is
13-13 overall and 1-2 in conference
play. Binghamton is 9-9-1 and 2-0
in the conference.
"They're a scrappy team,"
Smith said."They've got good hitters,decent speed,so they're going
to be very aggressive on the bases."
The Mack Bears will have f()

See TICKETS on page 16

focus and hope they continue to
improve.
"We've got to play clean. We've
got to stay very aggressive at the
plate, and basically just really come
out with a lot of energy because
when we play aggressive, we're
such a better team," Smith said.
"We've got to really continue with
our attack mentality that we had on
Sunday against Stony Brook."
After practicing inside and on
the football turf for so long, it was
refreshing for the Black Bears to
finally play a game at home in front
of their fans, outside on their own
field.
"The field is ready," Smith
said. "We've actually been on it a
good week if not two weeks. It is
good to be home. It is going to be
probably a little bit on the chilly
side, but it's better than getting on
a bus and driving seven, eight or
nine hours. As long as we play
well, it should be a good home
opener for us."
Maine continues to be paced by
Jess Brady in the outfield and
Brittany Cheney at short,as well as
junior Lauren Dulkis at third base,
all batting over .300. Senior
Candice, Jeagge leads the team
from the circle with an 8-4 record,
and a 2.85 ERA.Sophomore Sarah
Bennis has a 1.66 ERA,and leads
the team with 49 strikeouts. Junior
Jennifer Merchant has an ERA of
2 1.1 and a 3 2 record
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FROZEN FOUR TEAMS BROKEN DOWN
Maine Black Bears
Coach: Tim Whitehead (3rd season, 8th
overall)
Frozen Four appearays:9"
National champions*s: 2(1993, 1999)
Record: 32-7-3
Conference: Hockey Enst
Conference finish: 2nd (17 5-2)
Conference tournament result: won
championship over UMass 21 in three
overtimes
Regional seed: East Region #1
How they advanced: defeated Harvard
5-4 and Wisconsin 2-1 in overtime
Leading scorers: (goals-assists-points)
Colin Shields, F, Sr. (18-26-44), Michel
Leveille, F, Fr.(6-34-40), Todd Jackson, F,
Sr.(21-12-33)
Top goalies:(record-GAA-save percent-

age-shutouts) Jimmy Howard, So.(13-3-3,
1.20, .954, 6), Frank Doyle, Sr. (19-4-0,
1.81,
'[he skinn7irie Mack Bears have won
all six postseason pines, and their last
se
games "
over4U,
tieredby just one goal.
seven
Maine's tour unan ,
third-period goals
against Ilarvarcklied the second-largest lead
overcome to win in an NCAA tournament
game. Mike Ilitinilton is quickly emerging
as a player who scores when it counts. He
scored the first goal in the four-goal rally
against Harvard, and then scored the overtit wiLainner 'against Wisconsin. Maine's
powF play has struggled mightily in the
postseason, going 2-for-31. Maine is the
only team in the country with a seasonseries advantage on its semifinal opponent,
Boston College (two wins,one loss).

Boston College Eagles
Coach: Jerry York (10th season, 32nd
overall)
Record: 29-8-4
Frozen Four appearances: 18
National championships: 2(1949,2001)
Conference: Hockey East
Conference finish: 1st(17-4-3)
Conference tournament result: lost
quarterfinal series to Boston University in
three games
Regional seed: Northeast #1
How they advanced: defeated Niagara
5-2 and Michigan 3-2 in overtime
Leading scorers: Tony Voce, F, Sr.(2918-47), Patrick Eaves, F, So. (18-23-41),
Ryan Shannon,F,Jr.(14-27-41)
Top goalie: Matti Kaltiainen, Jr. (26-74, 1.76,.908,4)

Denver Pioneers
Coach: George Gwozdecky (10th
season, 18th overall)
Record: 25-12-5
Frozen Four appearances: 13
hip,: -3 (058,
National cha
1960, 1961, 1968,
'ollegiate
Conference: Wes
CH A
Hockey Association
Conference finish: 4th (13-10-51
Conference tournament result:
swept in quarterfinals by Colorado
College
Regional seed: West it
How they advanced: de eate Miami
of Ohio 3-2 and North Dakota 1-0
Leading scorers: Gabe Gauthier, F,
So. (17-25-42), Connor James, F, Sr.
(12-23-35), Lukas Dora, F, Sr.-(13-20-

33)
Top Goalie: Adam Berkhoel, Sr.
(22-11-4, 2.51,.917,6)
The skinny: A surprise winner of the
West Regional, the Pioneers took out
the top overall seed in the tournament,
North Dakota, to advance to its first'
Frozen Four since 1986. James missed
the last four games with a broken leg
he suffered in the final regular season
game. He is expected in the lineup for
the Frozen Four. Berkhoel has been a
major reason for the team's success.
He stopped 33 shots against North
Dakota as junior Luke Fulghum scored
the game-winner with just 2:29 left in
the third period. . . The team likes to
play an offensive game, as eight players have topped 20 points this season.

Minnesota-Duluth Bulldogs
The skinny: The Bulldogs are the one
Coach: Scott Sandelin (4th season)
of the top offensive teams in the nation.
Record: 28-12-4
UMD outscored its opposition 8-1 in the
Frozen Four appearances: 3
4
*t
- itritNCAA Regionals. Lessard is the nation's
National championships: None
e.1 leading scorer, and the probable Hobey
Conference: Western
Collegiate Baker AMIrd-winner, he is one of the final
Hockey Association(WCHA)
three nominees, along with North Dakota
forward Zach Parise and Brown goalie
Conference Finish: 2nd (19- ,2)
Conference tournament reitat: lost in Yann Danis. This is UMD's first Frozen
semifinal to Minnesota 7-4,then won con- Four appearance since 1985, when current
solation game over Alaska-Anchorage 4-2 NHL all-star Brett Hull was on the roster.
Regional seed: Midwest #2
Reichniuth.,#-an under-rated goalie who
How they advanced: defeated should cate,h many peoples' eyes in
Michigan State 5-0 and Minnesota 3-1
Boston. UMD's power play has been
Leading scorers: Junior Lessard, F. Sr. deadly at times this year. Sandelin should
(30-31-61), Evan Schwabe, F, Jr. (19-36- he given a lot of credit for building a
55),Tim Stapleton, F, So.(16-24-40)
perennial dormat in college hockey into a
Top goalie: Isaac Reichmuth, So.(23- championship contender in just four seasons.
8-4,2.60, 910,2)

The skinny: Boston College, when completely healthy, probably has the most talent in the Frozen Four. A healthy Ben
Eaves made a big difference in the
Northeast Regional, and could make a difference in the Frozen Four. The line with
Eaves centering Patrick Eaves and Voce
has been one of the most dominant lines in
college hockey all season, when healthy.
Patrick Eaves has also missed significant
time due to injury. BC will attempt to
make every game very physical. Kaltiainen
is the only real question mark for the team.
Kaltiainen tends to struggle if he doesn't
see many shots early, as he did against
Michigan, giving up what many observers
considered two soft goals, though he did
make two big saves in the third period to
keep BC alive in the game.

Be a Leader in the Army National Guard,and get the respect of soldiers who will look to you
for leadership.You'll also get career training, money for college and opportunities to develop
management skills — plus special training to prepare you for advanced positions. Most Guard
members train part-time,so they're ready to respond if their community or the Nation needs them.
If you have at least 60 college credits and meet other requirements, you can apply to
Officer Candidate School.The Guard offers flexible Officer programs that can help
you stay in school or let you work full-time.
Graduate as an Army Guard Officer.

1 -803-G0-GUARD Ext. 195

www.1-800-GO-GUARD.com/baldr
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Bears depart for Frozen Four The good, bad spring
sports moments ranked
From SPRING SPORTS on page 20

CAMPUS PHOTO • ANDREW DAVIS

JOKING AROUND— Hockey players (left to right) John Ronan, Cameron Lyall and Todd
Jackson joke around at Monday's hockey pep rally. The rally marked the team's send-off
for the Frozen Four at the FleetCenter.
send the spectators into another predictions and the outcome of
From HOCKEY RALLY on page 20
Thursday's game,the fans clearly
thunderous round of applause.
When it was senior captain had a little bias.
"We're winning, that's it.
minute or two, Whitehead man- Todd Jackson's turn to hit the
aged to once again stress the mic, it was once again the fans That's it," declared body-painted
importance
of the
fans. who received the accolades.
Gus Burkett.
Whitehead, who firmly believes
"The best part of this place is
And what did these loyal fans
the fans serve as the key sixth the fans,I know that's why I came suggest would happen if the team
man,discussed their help at home here and it's the reason a lot of comes back with a pair of victothis season.
these guys came here," said ries?
"Everyone here helped us set a Jackson."I know we wouldn't be
"The campus is going to be
new school record in attendance standing up here if it weren't for crazy,chaos," Burkett said.
Stefanie Rogers, a senior, also
for the Maine home hockey you guys."
Jackson told the crowd his and in the band foresees the same
games," Whitehead said.
He was then back to the joking the team's favorite pastime in the type of mass celebration if the
dice rolls in the Black Bears' cordemeanor when he addressed the past weeks.
"There are only four teams left ner.
thrilling triple overtime Hockey
"All hell is going to break
East Final, humorously saying in the nation and our favorite
"We knew we had it the whole thing to do right now is end other loose," Rogers said.
Rogers also took the time to
time." However, Whitehead teams' seasons," Jackson said
what it was like being in
discuss
member
band
Freshman
saved his most sterling quote for
band
and going through the
the
the
reveled
in
Young
the end of his dialogue, when he Robert
that is a National
whirlwind
sudteam's
the
took a stab at the Boston College atmosphere and
run.
Championship
den future.
game. ,
like
feel
you're part of
"You
well,"
very
"I thought it went
"We got a big challenge ahead
big,"
Rogers
something
said.
best
the
of us, obviously in facing Boston Young said. "We have
Like
the
fans.
The
players
are
and
it
is
hockey
as
College in Boston," Whitehead fans in college
to
celebrate:
ready
i
f
fans
they
win.
many
as
said. "But boy that will be sweet we are going to send
"You are all invited to
after we beat them and go on to down there as possible to cheer
Murphy's
house for a big party,"
for our team. They deserve it."
the championship game."
joked
Jackson.
When it came time to discuss
It was just the right quote to

Get involved with Student Entertainment!
We are looking for a new
Vice President of
Student Entertainment
for Fall 2004

• Manage a staff, office and a 150K budget
. Oversee events such as major concerts,
Bumstock, Frequency Series and Guest Lecture
Series
• 10 required office hours per week plus meetings
. $4000/ year stipend

If you want to help create a fun and entertaining environment on campus,
pick up an application in the Student Entertainment office, located in the
Wade Leadership Center
For more information, please contact Kathleen Trinward on First Class, or call 581.1779

New Hours:Open Daily
11amg10:30pm4L

ORIENTA1JADE
947-6969
If it's not the Jade... It'sjust chinese.
Bangor Mall Blvd., Next to the Cinemas • www.orientaljade.com

level, and we can immediately
settle into the season and think
about winning instead of "when
the first loss will be."
2) The UConn men winning
the
NCAA
Basketball
Championship: BAD. Being
from Connecticut, I certainly
appreciated the victory, and it
erased a demon that hung over
the heads of the Huskies all season. They were expected to win.
and that is the problem. Who
wants to see the season end
before it even starts? Essentially,
that was college basketball this
year. From the first day of practice to the hoisting of the trophy
in San Antonio, experts said
UConn would win it all. They
did,and that was that. No drama,
no substance and no competition. At least Georgia Tech could
have made it interesting and
actually have had UConn work
for its destiny. Nope. The game
was over before the end of the
first half, and so was everyone's
interest.
3) The Boston Celtics potentially making the playoffs: BAD.
Nevermind that the Celts are currently seven games below .500
and still hold the final playoff
spot in the Eastern Conference,
they need to give it to Cleveland.
I'm a loyal Boston fan, but how
far will they really go in the postseason? It would be an incredible
upset if they knocked out Indiana
or Detroit in the first round; an
impossible one at that. Boston is
the 11 worst team in the NBA,
which puts them in the hunt for
the draft lottery and a shot at
scooping up a top prospect. If the
Celtics are playoff bound, a
mediocre player will be their
best pick-up possibility. Danny
Ainge says the team is in a transition and rebuilding phase.

Well, rebuild the team with a
higher draft pick position rather
than getting spanked in the playoffs and finding your team right
where it was a week earlier, after
the regular season ended.
4) UConn playing Tennessee
for the
women's NCAA
Championship, again: GOOD.
While some complain it is the
"same thing every year" and
these are the only two teams that
will ever be good in women's
basketball, it is still the best scenario the sport can see. No one
watches women's basketball
anyway, and the NCAA should
be thankful there are two programs with such high profiles
among the male dominance of
college sports. People who don't
watch sports know Connecticut
and Tennessee as excellent
women's teams. Would anyone
watch the championship if it was
LSU vs. Old Dominion? I don't
think so. Ratings would be in
negative figures. UConn and
Tennessee are the reason people
know about this championship
game, and the rivalry is saving
its popularity.
5) The UMaine hockey team
winning
a
National
Championship: EXCELLENT.
This is a no-brainer. You don't
have to read this to understand
how great a victory against BC
on Thursday would be, and then
another on Saturday. Predicted to
finish fourth in the Hockey East
standings and rarely talked about
in NCAA tournament conversation, the Black Bears have
silenced everyone. Three championships in 11 seasons would be
a milestone for the program, and
imagine what it would do for the
• state of Maine and its faithful
Maine-iacs.
We've waited two long years
for another shot at the title.
Aren't we spoiled?

t
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You've Got News

In Monday's issue of The
Maine Campus, the article discussing new sports programing
on campus for residents should
have read "In response to the
recent outcry from University of
Maine sports fans, Residents on
Campus and Student Auxiliary
Services have taken action to
add new sports programming to
campus cable, including New
England Sports Network."
The Maine Campus strives to
have an accurate and informative paper. If you notice that we
have made an error, please contact the appropriate section editor.

www.mainecampus.com
Regster now on our website and automatically receive
an Email Edition of the paper with every new issue.
Headline News • College Sports • Campus Calendar
Local Weather • Daily Horoscope
It's the best way to stay informed.., and it's free.
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Look for results in
Monday's issue of The
Maine Campus

Black Bears receive royal send-off
Matthew Conyers
Staff Writer
The trumpets blared, the
crowd roared and students proceeded to grab their chicken caesar wraps and headed to the cash
register. It wasn't your ordinary
afternoon lunch this Monday at
Memorial Union. Instead of the
usual dim atmosphere that normally occupies the union around
lunch-time, the marketplace was

Men's Hockey
overflowing with an abundance
of students, teachers, locals and
your occasional media outlet. The

UM V. BC
THURSDAY, APRIL 8
FLEETCENTER
6 P.M.
reason for the circus-like atmosphere inside was simple: The
University of Maine men's hockey team was saying one last goodbye before the team's personal
CAMPUS PHOTO • ANDREW DAVIS
date with destiny.
Tim Whitehead at
coach
with
Bananas
makes
a
cameo
UMaine
hockey
jersey,
FOR
HOCKEY
—
Sporting
a
BANANAS
On Thursday evening when
Maine will
in
the
semifinal
round
of
the
Frozen
Four
Thursday.
the
hockey
pep
rally
Monday.
The
Black
Bears
will
play
twilight rolls around into
Beantown, the Black Bears will play Boston College at 6 p.m., with the winner advancing to the national championship game on Saturday at 6 p.m.
"It's especially the state's source of his newly found
be entangled in what promises to forward Josh Soares in regards to the first words of the celebration
be one of best Frozen Four semi- the celebration. "It's quite an were even uttered. With the vol- honor when you're playing comedic material was none other
final games in the past decade. unbelievable feeling being around ume reaching an increasing pitch, against a team like BC," Hoff than team mascot Bananas the
However, on Monday afternoon this."
President Hoff took the stage for said. "So let's go get the job Bear. It was clear that Whitehead
the team indulged in one of the
was trying to loosen up the crowd
The ceremony commenced in the first comments of the day,and done."
age-old traditions of college ath- a quick 30 minutes but was more stated a fact that the crowd all
When Hoff finished doling out and expose just how fun the expeletics: the pep rally. Before the noteworthy for the excitement it seemed to agree with.
his words of encouragement,head rience can be. What other reason
packed crowd, the team was had established in every corner in
"I just want you to know I love coach Tim Whitehead stepped to would there be for Whitehead
toasted with words of encourage- this little town of Orono. With the this Black Bear hockey team," the podium amid a thundering joking about the team mascot's
ment from President Peter Hoff band exuberantly playing as if said Hoff to begin the rally."The applause. The well-regarded body fat?
and a peppy introduction from the this was a postgame celebration Maine Black Bears have once coach then took the time to soak
"This is a finely tooled
fight band. It was an impressive and not a pregame celebration, again captured the imagination of up the moment and enjoy it for all machine," Whitehead said in refsight that didn't go unnoticed by the fans were able to begin the the entire state of Maine."
its magic. He thanked the fans for erence to Bananas.
festivities of the Frozen Four
the players.
As Hoff continued, he the impressive attendance in the
Taking a comedic break for a
"It was really great. It was my three days early. Many of the addressed Thursday night's oppo- union and took a few minutes to
first time experiencing this. It's eager fans were already looking nent and the significance of the sprinkle the atmosphere with
See HOCKEY RALLY on page 19
quite surprising," said freshman forward to the days ahead, before match-up.
some light- hearted humor. The

Black Bears, CCSU earn Spring brings life back to sports

doubleheader split
By Matthew Conyers
Staff Writer
Baseball season has arrived. On
Tuesday, the University of Maine
baseball team continued to roll on as
the Black Bears
collected a split
against Central
Connecticut State
University in the
two teams' first
doubleheader of
the year.
The Blue Devils used an explosive four-run sixth inning to steal the
first meeting 9-8, while Maine easily garnered an 8-3 victory in the two
teams' second battle of the day. For
Maine, the doubleheader allowed

redemption coming off oftwo heartbreaking losses on the road to
UConn and Northeastern.
In the two teams'first meeting of
the day,the Blue Devils' and Black
Bears' bats came alive early and

Baseball
never vanished throughout the entire
decision. The first inning saw each
team record three runs and eliminate
any glimmer of a pitcher's duel
ahead. The Blue Devils followed
their early barrage of runs in the second by adding another run on Maine
The Black Bears responded with a
run of their own in the third to tie the
score at four after three innings.The
See BASEBALL on page 16

What a relief. The sports
world is finally alive again. After
a winter that brought us a
drought of boring NBA and NHL
regular season games, and the
conclusion of our nit-picking
anticipation
for
baseball's
Opening Day, sports are in full
swing. We are in championship
mode for the next couple of
months. The only thing that has
kept our kind sane this winter
season is the NCAA men's tournament, which may have been
one of the top five tourneys of all
time.
Now the spoiling commences.
Pampering by our fellow athletes
to the general public has the
green light. The NHL has begun
its march to the Stanley Cup,the
NBA has less than two weeks
until the postseason (the only

By Kyle
Fortinsky
For The
Maine
Campus

NBA season if you ask me),
Maine hockey is still going
strong, the Masters is a week
away, and baseball has finally —
FINALLY — started.
Whew. Did you get all that?
I am going to be predictable
now and. use that overly-worded
introduction as a segue to this
piece. The recent abundance of
sports action has made for some
excellent storylines and outcomes. Here are a few of late,
and why they should be touted

simply as good or bad for the
sake of sports. I hope you disagree.
I) The Red Sox losing its
opener to the Orioles: GOOD.
Now hold on. Before you stop
reading and guess (correctly)
that I have o.idea what I'm talking about, listen up. Boston and
its fans have waited for this day
Boone jacked
since
AF
Wakefield's knuckleball over the
Yankee left field fence last
October. Expectations have been
so high and so extreme that fans
were living in a dream world.
The Red Sox are going to lose
games, pitching won't always be
spectacular, and the bats won't
always find the ball. I like the
Opening Day loss because it
grounds the hype to a moderate
See SPRING SPORTS on page 19

